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ABSTRACT 

Proper interpretation of magnetic data requires an accurate knowledge of total magnetization directions of 

the source bodies in an area of study. I examined the use of machine learning, specifically Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN), to automatically predict the magnetization direction of a magnetic source body, 

given a magnetic map. CNN has achieved great success in other applications such as computer vision, but 

has not been attempted in the realm of magnetics. I simulated magnetic data maps with varying 

magnetization directions from a cubic source body, all subject to the same inducing field.  Two CNNs 

were trained separately, one for predicting magnetization inclinations and the other for predicting 

magnetization declinations. I also investigated various CNN architectures and determined the optimal 

architectures for predicting inclinations and declinations. The method works by generating many 

magnetic data maps with different magnetization directions as the training data for the CNNs. In order to 

generate these data maps, the user needs to interpret the source body parameters from the data. In this 

study, I also investigated how different source body parameters can affect the prediction of magnetization 

directions. My study shows that machine learning holds great promise for automatically predicting 

magnetization directions based on magnetic data maps. Two methods to increase the accuracy of the 

predictions are also explored in this study. The first method is to diversify the training data set. The 

second method is to use U-net, another type of CNN, to interpret the shape and lateral position needed to 

generate the training set. Both methods have proven well in improving the accuracy of the predictions and 

automating the process. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Knowing the magnetization direction is important for interpreting geologic features in a tectonic 

scale. As a matter of fact, magnetization direction provides one of the strongest evidences to plate tectonic 

and sea floor spreading (Vine, 1963). The magnetic stripes near ocean ridges, which shows a sequence of 

positive and negative magnetic anomalies, is caused by the different magnetization directions of basaltic 

rocks in divergent plate boundaries. The movement of plate tectonics are not fully understood, and is still 

an active subject of research (Franceschinis, 2020; González, 2019; Szaniawski, 2020). Magnetization 

direction provides an important clue to understanding plate tectonics and the history of the earth. 

Furthermore, the relation between different geologic structures can be inferred by their magnetization 

direction. For example, if magnetization direction of an ore deposit system is known, the formation 

history of said deposit can be interpreted and thus other potential locations for these deposits can be 

investigated.   

Several methods have been proposed to estimate magnetization directions, such as Helbig’s integral 

method (Helbig, 1963; Lourenco & Morrison, 1963; Phillips J. , 2006) and cross-correlation method 

(Roest and Pilkington, 1993; Dannemiller and Li, 2006; Gerovska et al., 2009).  These methods involve 

data processing techniques, such as reduction-to-pole and component conversion in wavenumber domain, 

to obtain estimates for magnetization directions. These techniques face great challenges when magnetic 

data are collected at low magnetic latitudes because RTP and component conversion in wavenumber 

domain are known to be unstable near the magnetic equator (Pedersen, 1978; Blakely, 1996). Researchers 

have also developed inversion-based methods (Lelièvre and Oldenburg, 2009; Foss and McKenzie, 2009; 

Ellis et al., 2012; Pratt et al, 2014; Liu et al., 2017; Coleman, 2014; Fournier, 2006; Fullagar and Pears, 

2015; Li and Sun, 2016; Sun and Li, 2018; 2019) to estimate the magnetization directions. I propose a 

data-driven approach with minimum data processing for predicting the magnetization direction using 

machine learning methods. Machine learning has been used in the realm of geophysics for the past few 
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decades; for example, machine learning had been used for estimating depth of buried magnetic steel 

drums (Salem, 2000), first break picking of seismic traces (McCormack, 1993), locating subsurface 

targets using electromagnetic data (Poulton et al., 1992), and many others. In the last 3 years, the 

geophysics community had found a big surge of interest in machine learning, especially in seismic 

interpretation (Araya-Polo et al., 2017; Wu, 2018; Di, 2018), well-logging (Wu et al., 2018; An et al., 

2018) and lithofacies classification (Bhattacharya, 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Pires de Lima, 2019). However, 

using machine learning for the purpose of predicting magnetization directions has not been attempted yet. 

My goal is to build fast and accurate predictive models that allow the user to easily predict the 

magnetization directions from a 2D data map with minimum to no data processing. This thesis details the 

theory, methods, result, and discussions that have been done to achieve such goals.  

The second chapter of the thesis covers the theory behind my methods. There are two main parts to 

this chapter: magnetics theory and machine learning theory. In the magnetics part, the basic theories of 

potential fields and magnetization directions are explained. Conventional methods for predicting 

magnetization directions is also highlighted in this section. The machine learning chapter covers the basic 

theory behind machine learning. This includes the general description on how machine learning methods 

work, types of machine learning problems, and types of machine learning algorithms that I use in this 

research. The reasoning behind choosing Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for predicting 

magnetization directions is clarified in this chapter as well. 

There are many machine learning methods that can be used to solve my problem. One machine 

learning method that I focus on in this thesis is CNN, the structure of which can be adjusted depending on 

a user’s need. Thus, one question that will be answered in this research is: what CNN architecture is the 

most optimal in predicting magnetization direction? I have investigated the solution to this question in 

Chapter 3. The chapter details the method that I have developed in order to find the optimum CNN 

architecture. 
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The method described in Chapter 3 requires manual interpretation of the magnetic source body 

parameters in order to generate training data for the magnetization direction predictors. One concern is 

how accurate these approximations should be to produce a valid magnetization direction prediction. This 

is investigated through a series of synthetic experiments explained in Chapter 4. The purpose of this 

chapter is to assess the accuracy of the predictors with different scenarios of training data used (with each 

scenario having a different source body parameter from the true model).  

After finding the source body parameters that affect the predictions the most, I discuss different 

methods that can make my predictors more robust against these source body parameters . This is covered 

in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The chapter explores two methods: (1) through diversification of training data 

set, and (2) using a different type of CNN called a U-net to predict the parameters needed to generate the 

training data set.  

The applicability of the CNNs in predicting magnetization direction is then tested for field data. The 

focus of Chapter 6 is in predicting the magnetization directions of norite intrusions in Black Hill, 

Australia using my method. The geological information of this area is included in this chapter. 

Furthermore, the accuracy and consistency of the predictions is assessed by comparing them with 

previous predictions done in the same survey area.  

Further methods in fully automating the process of predicting magnetization directions is explored in 

Chapter 7. The chapter mainly focuses in using U-net to segment a given data map to detect different 

source bodies in the case of having multiple source bodies in one data map.  

In Chapter 8, I discuss the advantages and disadvantages of my method. I also discuss on the potential 

solutions for the disadvantages encountered with the method. Finally, in Chapter 9, I summarize the key 

points that I obtain from the study. I hope that this thesis will further inspire others in exploring of 

machine learning applications in potential fields.  
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Chapter 2: Basic Theory of Magnetics and Machine Learning 
 

The theory section is divided into two sections. One is the magnetics section, in which the general 

theory of the physics surrounding the magnetic data is explained. A basic understanding of vector 

mathematics is needed to understand the section. The second section focuses more into the theoretical 

aspect of machine learning, in which a simple algebraic explanation on the concept will be derived in the 

section.  

2.1. Magnetization Theory 
 

2.1.2. Magnetization Directions 

 

Magnetization vector is one of the factors that affect the total magnetic field response. The vector 

addition of the induced and remanent components of the magnetic field produces the total magnetization 

vector in a source body (Hinze, 2013). The induced component is dependent on the magnetic 

susceptibility of the source body, as well as the magnitude and direction of the background magnetic 

field. The induced component of magnetization (MI) can be expressed as the following equation: 

𝑀𝐼 = 𝜅𝑯   

Where H is the inducing field (i.e. the earth’s magnetic field at the geographical location of the survey) 

and 𝜅 is the magnetic susceptibility, a material property for the source body.  

Meanwhile, the remanent component (MR) is dependent on the magnetic history of the source body. 

The earth’s magnetic field undergoes changes in polarity throughout geologic time, which is recorded in 

magnetic bodies in the form of remanence. This happens because, once a magnetic material goes below 

its Currie Temperature, the magnetization direction at that time gets “locked-in” and remains even if the 

external field had changed. Remanence is especially strong in ferromagnetic materials (i.e. materials that 

have high magnetic susceptibility values) and igneous rocks (i.e. basalts/gabbros near divergent plate 

boundaries).  Conventional means of magnetic modelling assumes that the induced component is the sole 
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factor that affects the total magnetization direction (Li, 2010). However, this assumption could lead to 

false interpretations when the remanent component is prevalent (Pratt, Mckenzie, and White, 2014; 

Lelièvre & Oldenburg, 2009) 

The total magnetization (MT) causes the measured magnetic field that is measured with 

magnetometers. The total magnetization can be expressed as such: 

𝑀𝑇 = 𝑀𝐼 + 𝑀𝑅   

𝑀𝑇 = (𝜅𝐻) + 𝑀𝑅   

A visual representation of this vector addition can be seen in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: A visual representation of the total magnetization direction of a cubic source body. B0 is the direction of 

the earth’s magnetic field (background field), MI is the induced component, MR is the remanent component, and MT 

is the total magnetization, a vector addition of the MI and MR. 

Since the induced component is often known, if the total magnetization direction is available, then the 

induced component can be subtracted from the total magnetization in order to obtain the remanent 

component. However, because of the scalar nature of the measured total field anomaly, it is difficult to 

figure out the total magnetization direction without processing the data beforehand.  
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The magnetization direction is expressed as a pair of angles, magnetization inclination (Im) and 

declination (Dm), in units of degrees. This is also true with the background magnetic field inclination (I) 

and declination (D). For inclination, the convention used is to have 0o as the angle parallel to the 

horizontal reference plane, with positive angles indicating a downward direction towards the subsurface. 

The range of angles for inclination is from -90o
 to 90o. The magnetization declination refers to the angle 

between the horizontal projection of the vector and the geographic north. The range of the declination 

angle is from -180o to 180o. A declination of -180o
 represents the South direction in the data map, with 

clockwise direction from South indicating more positive declinations.  

2.1.3. Previous Methods 

Conventional methods of finding the total magnetization direction usually involves data 

processing, particularly converting the data into wavenumber domain. Existing methods in estimating 

magnetization directions include: Helbig’s method (Helbig, 1963; Lourenco & Morrison, 1963; Phillips, 

2005), cross-correlation method (Roest & Pilkington, 1993; Dannemiller and Li, 2002), and inversion-

based methods (Lelièvre and Oldenburg, 2009; Foss and McKenzie, 2009; Ellis et al., 2012; Pratt et al, 

2014; Liu et al., 2017; Coleman, 2014; Fournier, 2006; Fullagar and Pears, 2015; Li and Sun, 2016; Sun 

and Li, 2018; 2019). Helbig’s integral method involves using integral relations in three components to 

obtain estimation of the magnetization directions. Cross-correlation method uses the symmetric 

component from Reduction-to-Pole (RTP) data and its cross-correlation with dipping bodies. However, 

the two mentioned methods are unstable in lower magnetic latitude. RTP is used to transform the 

magnetic data to what the response would be if the background magnetization direction is pointing 

directly downwards. This is to ease the process of interpretation for magnetic data maps, because of the 

symmetric property of RTP data. However, to perform RTP, one must first transform the magnetic data 

maps into wave number domain. The RTP operator is then applied to the magnetic data map in wave 

number domain, in which the RTP operator becomes very high in amplitude for a smaller wavelength. 

After it is converted back into spatial domain, the noise content becomes higher in the RTP data map. For 

more details about RTP, please refer to Li X. (Magnetic reduction-to-the-pole at low latitudes: 
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Observations and considerations).  On the other hand, inversion-based methods are computationally 

intensive (Li , 2010; Li and Oldenburg, 1995). These inversion-based methods all have their pros and 

cons, and typically involve 3D inversions which are either procedurally or computationally complex. For 

more details about different magnetization direction predictions using inversion, please refers to Li (2017, 

From Susceptibility to Magnetization: Advances in the 3D Inversion of Magnetic Data in the Presence of 

Significant Remanent Magnetization) for an overview of the methods.  

In this study, I propose a machine learning-based approach for predicting the magnetization 

direction based on a magnetic map, with minimum data processing involved. The new method is expected 

to be fast, accurate, and generally applicable regardless of the magnetic latitudes.  

2.2. Machine Learning Theory 
 

2.2.1 Classification Problem and Supervised Learning  

 

Machine learning is the field of study of algorithms and statistical models to effectively perform 

tasks without explicit instructions through pattern recognition (Bishop, 2006; Murphy, 2012). Depending 

upon whether the output is numerical or categorical, there are two main approaches in machine learning: 

regression and classification. In a regression problem, the machine learning algorithm predicts a 

continuously varying numerical value from the input. In contrast, a classification algorithm predicts a 

discrete categorical value. Problems that are inherently regressive can be transformed into classification 

through binning. This can be achieved by discretizing the continuous numerical values into separate 

categories (or, bins). For example, a continuous value for temperature can be binned into either ‘hot’ or 

‘cold’. In this study, I formulated the problem of predicting continuously varying magnetization 

directions as a classification problem by discretizing the possible ranges for inclinations and declinations 

into a number of small 10o segments, each of which is assigned a categorial integer value. Henceforth, I 

will refer to the categorial integers as angle category.  
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Depending upon whether the input data have labels or not, machine learning can also be separated 

into two main groups: unsupervised learning and supervised learning. Unsupervised learning, also known 

as clustering, involves grouping unlabeled data into its correct category. For example, clustering different 

geological units given the physical properties, such as magnetic susceptibility and density (Sun and Li, 

2015). In supervised machine learning, each data object (e.g., a magnetic data map) is labelled with a 

categorical number corresponding to the class that the data object belongs to. The collection of all data 

objects and their associated labels is referred to labeled data. A supervised machine learning algorithm 

uses the labeled data set to learn a mapping function between the input data objects and their labels. Once 

the learning is completed, a predictive model is created (or in other words, learned) and can be used to 

make predictions on new unlabeled data objects. In this study, I explore a supervised approach in 

predicting magnetization directions. My labeled data set consists of a set of magnetic data maps and their 

corresponding angle categories. Because I will train two predictive models, I have two labelled data sets, 

one for predicting inclinations and the other for predicting declinations. A visual representation of the 

prediction strategy can be seen in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: A schematic of how the magnetization directions are predicted using CNNs. The input is a magnetic data 

map. This is fed into two separate predictive models (CNN1 and CNN2). The output is in the form of predicted 

angle categories from the two separately-trained CNNs (one for predicting magnetization inclination and the other 

for magnetization declination).   
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2.2.2 Semantic Segmentation  

 

Besides predicting the values for magnetization directions, I also look into methods in finding the 

shape and location of the source body given a magnetic data map. This problem can be posed as a 

semantic segmentation problem. It is a subset of computer vision problem that deals with detecting a 

certain shape of an object in a given picture (Long, 2015). Compared to the previously-explained 

classification scheme of magnetization direction prediction, which only predicts one single value (i.e. 

magnetization inclination or declination value) for a given image, the output in an image segmentation is 

another 2D image that shows the shape and location of the target object in the input image. In other 

words, it is akin to classifying each pixel in the data map based on whether the target object exists or not 

in said pixel. Figure 3 shows different of detecting a group of sheep in a given image. Classification + 

Localization detects the group of sheep in one bounding box, object detection detects each individual 

sheep in the image inside bounding boxes, semantic segmentation detects the shape of each object in the 

image (i.e. grass, road, sheep), while instance segmentation does the same as semantic segmentation but 

further separates the shape of individual sheep. I chose to approach my problem using a semantic 

segmentation approach. The semantic segmentation approach can potentially be used to detect the 

magnetic source body given a magnetic data map, where the image can be classified into either “magnetic 

source body” or “background”. 
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Figure 3: Different approaches in detecting a group of sheep in a given image (Parmar, 2018) 

2.2.3 Neural Network 

 

There are many machine learning algorithms that can potentially be used for predicting 

magnetization directions. I choose neural networks because of their ability of learning highly nonlinear 

relations between inputs and outputs as well as its great success in many other applications. The network 

consists of layers of neurons, where algebraic calculations take place and the results are passed down to 

neurons in the next layer. In my study, the first layer of the neural network takes my magnetic data maps 

as input, while the last layer outputs the predictions, e.g., the predicted magnetization directions in my 

study. The mathematical operations that take place at each layer can be summarized as follows: 

𝑎𝑖 =  𝜎(𝑾𝒂𝒊−𝟏  + 𝑏) 

where 𝒂𝒊−𝟏 is a vector with a dimension of 1 x n which contains the results from the previous layer (i.e. 

the [i-1]th layer) of neurons, the bias term b is automatically adjusted by the network along with the 

weights, and W is an n x n matrix which contains the weights assigned to each connection between any 

two neurons from two adjacent layers. Furthermore, 𝜎 is the activation function that introduces non-

linearity. The details about activation functions will be explained later on. Thus, by having more neurons 
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and layers that are connected with each other, it is expected that the neural network will be more capable 

of learning complicated relations between the input data maps and the output labels. The number of layers 

and neurons and how they are connected to each other in a neural network is termed architecture, which 

is exemplified in Figure 4. In addition, a simple “hidden layer” (i.e. intermediate layer between the input 

and the output) in a neural network such as the ones labeled in Figure 4 can also be refer to as fully 

connected (FC) layer.  

 

Figure 4: A schematic of a neural network architecture. Each layer in a neural network contains many neurons. 

Each neuron in the hidden layers is interconnected with all the neurons in the previous and the following layers. For 

the sake of simplicity, this example assumes three neurons in the input layer and one neuron in the output layer. 

Each neuron contains an activation value (a), which is the result of a weight vector (W = [w1, w2, …, wn], where 

n=number of neurons in the previous layer) learned by the neural network multiplied by the input vector (x = [x1, x2, 

…, xn], where n=number of neurons in the previous layer) plus a bias term (b), as an input to an activation function 

(f). 

The learning process for this framework involves finding the correct weights and biases that 

minimize the error between the predicted and true labels. The error between the true and the predicted 

labels are quantified by a loss function. The details about each parts of a neural network are explained in 

the next sections. 

There are several key concepts and terms that are needed to be clarified before proceeding to 

understand the concepts of Neural Networks. I will separate these key concepts into data partition, 

activation functions, loss functions, and optimization. Understanding these concepts will especially help 

in understanding how to find the optimum architecture for the neural network. 
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2.2.3.1. Data Partition 

 

It is important to acknowledge that more layers and neurons in a neural network does not equate 

to better predictions. There are several reasons to this, and one of the reasons is the tendency of large 

neural networks to overfit the data. An overfitted neural network will be very good in predicting the 

output for the data set used to train the neural network. However, said neural network will find it difficult 

to predict data that it has never seen before. In other words, the neural network is not able to generalize 

the prediction if it overfits. To observe whether the neural network is overfitting or not, the data set used 

to train a neural network is typically divided into three parts: training set, validation set, and test set. 

Typically, the data partition used is 60:20:20 respectively for training, validation, and testing. Training 

set is the data set used to train the neural network. Validation set is the data set used to tune the 

hyperparameters (i.e. number of layers, neurons, etc.). Validation set is not used for training, but it is used 

to evaluate the performance of the neural network architecture while training, and also to tune the 

paramaters of the neural network. The rule of thumb is that if there is a very high accuracy in the training 

set, but low accuracy in the validation set, that means the neural network is overfitting. On the other hand, 

if both the training set and validation set have low accuracies, then it is a sign that the neural network is 

underfitting. Lastly, test set is the data that the neural network has not seen before. The test accuracy is 

generally used to report the overall quality of the neural network.  

Overfitting typically happens when the architecture of the neural network is too deep. The 

patterns learned by a deeper neural network becomes finer and more detailed, which means it could be 

using extraneous patterns in the input (i.e. noise) to make a predictions. On the other hand, having a 

shallower neural network can lead to underfitting, as there are not enough neurons in the neural network 

to learn the patterns needed to accurately predict the output. Thus, it is important to find the optimum 

number of neurons and layers, and therefore architecture, of the neural network.  

To prevent overfitting, regularization strategies can be introduced in the neural network. One of 

such strategies is to implement the DropOut layers. It randomly drops (or, completely ignores) the 
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neurons in each training step at a certain rate (typically 50%). This has been proven to increase the 

accuracy of neural networks and is currently the most popular method for regularization (Hinton, 2012).  

2.2.3.2. Activation Functions 

 

Another reason why having more layers and neurons could lead to sub-optimum predictions is 

because of vanishing-gradients (Hochreiter, 1998). In deeper layers of a neural network, the gradients 

become much smaller and smaller, thus the weight updates (in gradient descent) are almost unchanged 

and training does not converge to an optimum solution. The opposite can also happen, of which the 

gradients become so much bigger that the training diverges from the optimum solution (exploding-

gradients), however they are only encountered in recurrent neural networks (Pascanu, 2012), which will 

not be covered in this study. The vanishing gradient problem arises from the activation function that was 

previously popular, called the sigmoid function. Simply put, in a sigmoid function, high input values 

result in a value closer to 1, and lower input values to the sigmoid function has the result to be closer to 0.  

From Figure 5a, it can be seen that the sigmoid function saturates to a flat line when the input values are 

either very high or very small. This means that the gradient is practically zero, making the weight updates 

insignificant to learning. Because of the suboptimality of the sigmoid function, the ReLU (Rectified 

Linear Unit) activation function is preferred to use for a neural network (Nair and Hinton, 2010). The 

ReLU function can be seen in Figure 5b. It transforms every negative input in the function into zero. This 

allows the gradient to be non-zero everywhere in the function, which in turn solves the vanishing gradient 

problem. For that reason, the activation function that we used for the magnetization direction predictors is 

the ReLU function. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1207.0580
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Figure 5: (a) Sigmoid function and (b) ReLU function  

2.2.3.3. Loss functions and Accuracy 

 

In the training stage, the neural network will try its best to find the weights (and bias terms) that 

can minimize the loss function. The loss function serves as a means to quantify the performance of a 

neural network. It is a measure of difference (or error) between the predicted values and the true values. 

Another way to quantify the performance is by using accuracy. In a classification approach, the accuracy 

can be defined as the number of correct predictions over the total number of predictions. That said, if we 

have a good predictor, we should expect to see higher accuracy and lower loss.  

In a classification approach that involves multiple classes, a popular approach is to use 

categorical cross-entropy/softmax loss for the loss function (Geron, 2019). Mathematically, this loss 

function can be expressed as: 

𝐽 =  −
1

𝑚
∑ 𝑦𝑘

𝑖  log (�̂�𝑘
𝑖 )

𝑚

{𝑖=1}
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Where  𝑦𝑖
𝑘 is 1 if the target class of instance i is equal to k (that is, if the predicted class is the same as the 

true class), and is 0 otherwise. Meanwhile, �̂�𝑘
𝑖   is the softmax score. It is calculated using the following 

function: 

𝑝�̂� =
exp(𝑠𝑘(𝒙))

∑ exp (𝑠𝑗(𝒙))𝐾
{𝑗=1}

 

where K is the number of classes, s(x) is the vector containing the scores of the class for the input x. In 

other words, 𝑝�̂� is the probability of input x belonging to class k given the scores of each class for that 

input. The softmax function is what I use as the activation function for the last layer of the neural 

network. The output of this neural network is 1xK vector with each element containing the probability of 

the input being in class k. The class with the highest probability is then deemed as the class which the 

input data belong to in the prediction.  

In image segmentation problems, there are different loss functions that can be used. In this study, 

I used Tversky loss (Salehi, 2017). To understand Tversky loss, I first need to explain the loss function 

that it derives from: the dice loss (Sudre, 2017). Dice loss is a loss function made especially for image 

segmentation and object segmentation problems. The theory is that the accuracy of a prediction can be 

quantified as the “area of intersection” multiplied by a factor of two, over the sum of the “predicted area” 

and the “true area”, visualized in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: A visual representation of Dice Loss, the area of intersection multiplied by two over the sum of the area. 
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Tversky loss is similar to Dice loss, but with a weight assigned to the loss function to account for the 

imbalance in the data labels.  The loss function can be mathematically expressed as: 

𝑇𝐿(𝑦, 𝑦’) =
𝑦 𝑥 𝑦’

(𝑦𝑦’ – 𝛽(1 − 𝑦)𝑦’ +  (1 − 𝛽)𝑦(1 − 𝑦’))
 

where y is the true label, y’ is the predicted label, and 𝛽 is a weighting constant. I assign a low number 

close to zero for 𝛽 to account for the class imbalance in my data labels. My data labels for the image 

segmentation problem is binary (1 or 0), and I have a smaller number of positive classes (1’s) compared 

to negative classes (0’s) for each of labels. As such, the value that I choose for 𝛽 is 0.015.  

A measure of accuracy that I use for the image segmentation problem is mean IoU (Intersection 

over Union) (Rahman, 2016), as visualized in Figure 7. The mean IoU has a similar concept with dice 

loss. It is the area of intersection between the predicted and the true shape, over the total area of the union 

between the predicted and true shape. I will be reporting this value for the accuracy of the neural 

networks in the image segmentation sections in this study.  

 

 

Figure 7: Visualization of Intersection over Union (IOU). 
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2.2.3.4. Optimization 

 

As mentioned before, the learning process in neural networks involves minimizing the error 

between the predicted and the true output. This can be done using the gradient descent method to find the 

minimum of the cost function. A visual representation of the gradient descent can be seen in Figure 8. It 

can be seen that the gradient descent algorithm requires a learning step and a random initial value in order 

to proceed in an iterative step in finding the minimum of a convex cost (or loss) function. Most 

importantly, gradient descent uses the steepest gradient to lead the algorithm towards the direction of the 

minima. Therefore, the calculation of the gradient is needed. In neural networks, this is done using mini 

batch gradient descent (Hinton, 2012). The gradients are computed over a small random batch of inputs 

instead of computing the gradient individually for every input. The batch size is determined by the user 

before training the neural network. This is done to decrease the computation time of the process. The 

adam optimizer (Kingma, 2017) is developed to further decrease the computation time. It is a 

sophisticated version of gradient descent, with added momentum calculation embedded in the algorithm. 

Furthermore, the Adam optimizer has an inherent randomness, as it uses a stochastic approach in 

initialization of the steps. Training the neural network by going through all the training set just once is not 

usually enough to produce a good predictive model. Neural networks are typically trained within multiple 

epochs, where one epoch represents a set of data batch being passed through the neural networks once.   
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Figure 8: Visual representation of how gradient descent works. 

 

2.2.3 Convolutional Neural Network  

 

Simple neural network architectures (such as the one depicted in Figure 4) can be used to predict 

outputs for image data types. However, in order for the 2D image to fit the neural network architecture, 

there is a need to ‘flatten’ the image into a 1D array. In that case, the spatial information (i.e. the patterns 

of the curves, lines, etc.) of the input are lost after the flattening process. For this reason, the 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was developed  

CNN is a type of neural network which specializes in image pattern recognition (LeCun and 

Bengio, 1995).  It detects features (e.g. edges, curves, colors) of an image through different layers and 

filters. As more layers are added in a CNN, more complicated features in the image can be detected by the 

network. The main aspect of a CNN is the convolutional layer. In a convolutional layer various filter 

windows slide through the input image from the previous layer to detect different types of features that 

are important for making correct predictions. A visualization of this process can be seen in Figure 9. 

Each of these filter windows detects one type of features (e.g., horizontal edges, vertical edges). There are 
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several hyperparameters associated with a convolutional layer that could affect its performance, such as 

number of filters, filter window size, and stride length. These hyperparameters are determined by the user. 

The stride length refers to the amount of shift of the filter windows as they move from the current 

position to the next. The window size is the size of the striding window, often times symmetric in 

dimension and smaller than the input dimension (e.g. 3x3, 5x5). The number of filters refers to the 

number of the striding windows in a convolutional layer, in which each filter detects a different feature in 

the input image. In addition, the convolution process reduces the lateral dimension of the images; thus, 

one might need to use padding in order to keep the images’ lateral dimensions consistent throughout the 

layers. Another type of layer in CNN is the pooling layer, which is often used to down-sample high-

dimensional data.  The most common pooling strategy for CNN is the max-pooling layer, which returns 

the largest value in a sliding window for each stride. Lastly, a fully connected layer is added to all CNN 

architectures to make final predictions. 

 

Figure 9: A schematic illustrating how a Convolutional Layer works (bootprime.com). 
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2.2.4. U-net 

 

One aspect that I encounter in predicting magnetization directions is the need to detect the shape 

and location of the magnetic source bodies in the data. This process can be done manually through the 

interpretation from the user themselves; however, this approach is prone to subjectivity. Therefore, an 

automatic method to isolate multiple magnetic anomalies is needed in order to proceed with predicting 

each of the isolated source bodies’ magnetization directions. This problem can be solved using a special 

type of CNN architecture called the U-net (Ronneberger, 2015), particularly by posing this problem as an 

image segmentation problem. U-net has been used successfully for salt detection (Karchevskiy, 2018) 

(Wang, 2018) (Shi et al., 2018) and fault detection (Li S. , 2019) (Xiong, et al., 2018) in seismic images. I 

will be investigating the use of U-net to predict the shape and location of a magnetic source body given a 

magnetic data map. This is much more challenging compared to salt detection, as potential field data 

(such as in magnetics) have much longer wavelength contents, which makes it harder even for a human 

interpreter to pinpoint the exact boundaries of the magnetic unit based on a given data map. Refer to 

Figure 10 for a visual comparison between a salt detection and a magnetic source body detection 

problem.  

In image segmentation, the label is a data “mask” that has the same dimension as the input data. 

The data labels are ‘1’ if the source body is in the particular pixel in the image, and ‘0’ if not. Thus, the 

output from a U-net is another image that contains the probability of a target object (e.g. magnetic source 

body) existing in each pixel in the image. 
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Figure 10: A comparison between salt body prediction (top) and magnetic source body prediction (bottom). Note 

that it is less intuitive to infer a source body shape based on the magnetic data map compared to a salt body 

 

As mentioned before, a U-net is one particular architecture of CNN that deals with image 

segmentation problems. The reason why this is called a U-net is because of the symmetrical nature of the 

architecture, which resembles the letter “U”, as seen in Figure 11. The U-net has two parts: the first half 

is called the encoding part (or the contracting part). It works in a similar manner as the CNN explained in 

the previous section. The difference is that the second half of the U-net architecture has a decoding part 

(or the expanding part), which upscales the detected features using transposed convolutional layers or 

up-convolutional layers. A transposed convolutional layer is similar to a convolutional layer, as it also 

utilizes sliding filter windows to perform mathematical operation of the filter values with the image 

values. However, instead of performing a convolutional operation to down-sample the input, as what a 

regular convolutional layer would, a transposed convolutional layer would perform an operation to up-

scale the image instead. I will explain this later in the next section. The U-net has a symmetric 

architecture, in which the encoding part and the decoding part are connected to each other. Note that this 

architecture is typically used for image data with symmetric dimensions.  
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Figure 11: An example of a U-net architecture. The numbers above the layers are the number of filter windows in 

said layer while the number on the side of the layer depicts the dimension first two dimensions of the layer. 

(Ronneberger, 2015) 

The transposed convolutional layers work very similarly with the convolutional layer, with 

similar hyperparameters such as window size, stride, and number of filters. However, instead of down-

sampling the input, it upscales them. Figure 12 details the mathematical processes involved in 

convolutional layers and transposed convolutional layers. Figure 12a shows how the convolutional 

operation works in the convolutional layer. In this case one sliding filter window is applied to the image. 

The filter window or “kernel” is indicated by the purple 3x3 array with the filter values indicated in each 

kernel element. The 3x3 input image is depicted on the first column with dark blue color and ‘padded’ 

with zeros around its border, which turns the dimension of the input into 5x5. The result of the 

convolutional operation is depicted in the light blue color. For example, for the first element of the output, 

the number was obtained by performing the following mathematical operation in the purple-shaded region 

of the input: 
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(0*1)+(0*1)+(0*1)+(0*2)+(10*3)+(17*2)+(0*1)+(9*1)+(2*1) = 75 

The above operation is for the first value in the output. For the next values, these are obtained by 

sliding the purple-shaded filter window in the image one stride to the right. Notice that this operation 

downscales the input as it decreases the size of the image from 5x5 to 3x3.  

 Transposed convolutional layer uses sliding filter windows to up-sample the input image. The 

operation is visualized in Figure 12b. The main goal for the transposed convolutional layer is to increase 

the dimension of the input image into its original dimension. Note that the values themselves are not the 

main aspect to be recovered in this operation. In Figure 12b, the input image in the first column is 

originally the same 3x3 output from Figure 12a. It is then padded, with zeros around each of the elements, 

thus changing the input size from 3x3 to 7x7. A convolutional operation is then performed in a similar 

way as in Figure 12a. The first element of the output in this case is obtained by performing the following 

operation in the purple-shaded region in the input: 

(0*1)+(0*1)+(0*1)+(0*2)+(75*3)+(0*2)+(0*1)+(0*1)+(0*1) = 225 

 

Figure 12: Examples of mathematical operation involved in (a) convolutional layers and (b) transposed 

convolutional layers 
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The operation is then repeated with each stride of the purple-shaded region as what was done in 

the convolutional layer, and in the end the output is a 5x5 image. There are other process involved in the 

transposed convolutional operation, such as the copy-and-concatenate step. The copy-and-concatenate 

step copies the convolutional layers  from the encoding part and concatenates it to the layer in the 

decoding part that has the same lateral dimensions. This was done so that the transposed convolutional 

layers can use the spatial information from the encoding part to learn how to upscale the detected features 

better in the decoding part.  

One particular detail about the U-net is that, due to its symmetrical architecture, the output and 

input images needs to have symmetrical lateral sizes (i.e. n x n). This is needed because the copy-

concatenate method that connects the encoding and decoding part needs to involve layers of the same 

lateral dimension. If the dimension of the input image that we have is not symmetrical, then there is a 

need to resize and interpolate the input image. For example, if the data and labels that are of the size 21 x 

25 pixels, then there is a need to interpolate them to 28 x 28 pixels in order for it to be accepted in the U-

net. In the particular U-net architecture found in Figure 11, the input dimensions need to be divisible by 

2n so that it could be accepted by the U-net during training and prediction. I will be using the U-net 

approach to predict the location of the source body from the magnetic data map, which is needed to 

generate the training set for the magnetization direction predictors.  

2.3. Pattern Recognition in Magnetic Data 
 

Knowing how Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) works, one might ask how this method can 

be used to predict the magnetization directions from a given magnetic data map. Considering that a 

human interpreter interpret the magnetization directions by examining the spatial patterns of magnetic 

anomalies, and that CNNs have proven capable of learning complicated patterns in computer vision  

(Lawrence, Giles, Tsoi, & Back, 1997; Ming Liang, 2015),  my working hypothesis is that CNN can also 

detect the simple patterns to make an accurate prediction of the magnetization directions. For example, 

consider the magnetic data map in Figure 13. A human interpreter can estimate the magnetization 
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declination from the orientation of the anomaly in the data map with respect to north. Similarly, they can 

also predict the inclination from the shape of the anomaly (i.e. the skewness, relative sizes between the 

positive and negative anomaly, etc.). These simple features that are used by human interpreters can also 

be learned by a computer to automatically predict the magnetization directions. In the next sections, I 

explain in detail the methods I used to have our CNN detect these patterns to predict the magnetization 

directions.  

 

Figure 13: A magnetic data map showing how one would determine the declination of the magnetization direction 

based on the orientation of the anomaly. 

 

Chapter 3: Finding the Optimum CNN Architecture for 

Predicting Magnetization Directions 

3.1. Overview of methods 
 

The main goal of this research is to investigate the use of machine learning, specifically CNN, to 

predict the total magnetization direction of a magnetic source body based on magnetic data maps. I 

emphasize that there will be two CNNs that are trained separately, one for magnetization inclination, and 

the other for magnetization declination. In other words, the end goal is to have two separate predictive 

models: an inclination predictor and a declination predictor. One specific research problem is: what are 

the optimal CNN architectures for predicting magnetization directions?  I approached this problem using 
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a pragmatic approach by simulating a sequence of synthetic magnetic data maps and systematically 

investigating the performance of 13 different CNN architectures on these data maps. The general 

procedures are summarized as follows: 

Stage 1: Generate a set of data maps with different magnetization directions from the same 

source body subject to the same background magnetic field. 

Stage 2: Train predictive models using the 13 different CNN architectures and the data maps 

generated in Stage 1. The two optimum CNN architectures, one for predicting inclinations and the other 

for predicting declinations, are inferred based on the statistical analysis of the prediction results.  

Stage 3: Use the two optimum CNN architectures determined in stage 2 to predict the 

magnetization directions given a new magnetic data map (e.g., the field data map used in my study).    

In my study, I assume that the direction and strength of the ambient magnetic field are known throughout 

all the stages.  

The three above-mentioned stages will be covered in this chapter. In the next phase of the 

research, I looked into assessing the effect of having different interpretation of the source body 

parameters in the accuracy of the predictions. I also looked into improving the accuracy of the predictions 

using two approaches: 1) diversifying the training set, and 2) predicting the shape and location of the 

source body given a magnetic data map using U-net. The resulting prediction of the source body 

geometry will then be used to generate training images for the magnetization predictors explained above. 

These phases will thereafter be explained in Chapter 4 and 5.  
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3.2. Generating Data Maps 
 

3.2.1. Forward Model Programming 

 

Generating magnetic data maps to train the magnetization direction predictors uses a forward 

modelling process. The scripts that were used to generate the data maps were made using Python 

language. The program accepts two text files to run the forward modelling. These two files are: 

a) Mesh dimension file: This is the file that contains the spatial information for the model space. An 

example of this file can be seen in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: An example mesh file used as an input for the forward modelling code 

 

The details of this data file are the following: 

• The first line contains the number of cells in x, y, and z directions. In the example, we see 

that the first line corresponds to a model with 20 cells in the x direction (nx), 20 in the y 

direction (ny), and 10 in the z direction (nz).   

• The second line in the mesh file contains the origin of the model cells. Thus, the example 

corresponds to the origin being (x0, y0, z0) 0 m, 0 m, 0 m.  

• The third line corresponds to the interval between the model cells in the x direction. This 

should contain the same number of values as nx. In the example, we have one line of the 

value 50.0 repeated 20 times. This indicates that in the x direction, we have 20 cells with each 

of the cell interval (dx) being 50.0 m.  

• The fourth and fifth lines are the same as the third, but in y and z directions respectively.  
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b) Observation location file: The observation location file contains the information of the survey, 

which includes the background field and the station locations. An excerpt of an example of this 

file can be seen in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: A snippet of the first 18 lines for the observation location file 

 

The following are the details for every line: 

• The first line is the inclination, declination, and the magnitude of the earth’s magnetic field at 

the survey region. The example corresponds to an inclination of -40.0o, declination of 25.0o, 

and magnitude of 50,000 nT.  

• The second line tells you the number of stations in the survey. The particular survey in this 

example contains 841 measurements (i.e. 29 x 29).  

• The third and subsequent lines after refers to the locations of the stations in x, y, z 

coordinates. Each line corresponds to the measurement location, with the first number being 

the x-location, second being the y-location, and the third being the elevation in meters.  

A model of the source body can then be created by placing the susceptibility values in the model space. 

The magnetic response for the model can then be generated using the forward modelling script in Python.  
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3.2.2. Generating Data Maps and Labels to Train the Predictors 

 

To train the predictors, I needed to generate many magnetic data maps so that the predictors can learn 

the features necessary to predict the magnetization directions (inclination and declination). Thus, I 

considered using a set of magnetic data maps from the same source body and survey parameters, with the 

only difference between the data maps being their magnetization directions. I considered that the 

inclination values should be in the range of [-90o, 90o] and declination should be in the range of [-180o, 

178o]. The continuous range of angle values are discretized into 2o intervals. Thus, with 91 considered 

inclination values (i.e. -90o, -88o, …, 88o, 90o) and 180 considered declination values (i.e. -180o, -178o, …, 

178o, 180o), the total number of data maps generated are 91 x 180 = 16,380 data maps, each with its own 

unique magnetization direction angles. A portion of the data maps generated with different magnetization 

directions is exemplified in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16: A portion of the generated magnetic data maps with different magnetization directions. From left to 

right, the inclination value increases, and from top to bottom, the declination value increases. 

 

To generate the training and test data sets, I considered a cubic magnetic source body within a 

homogenous non-magnetic background. The depth to the top of the source body is 50 m. The magnetic 

susceptibility is 0.4 SI. I simulated magnetic measurements, over a horizontal plane at a height of 5 m 

above the surface with data spacing of 50 m, resulting in a total of 841 measurements (i.e., a 29 x 29 data 

map), given one magnetization direction.   
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Next is to create labels for the 16,380 data maps generated in the previous step. The labels 

correspond to the true magnetization inclinations and declinations assumed for the source body. I adopted 

a simple binning strategy to create the labels. I divided the inclination range [-90o, 90o] into a number of 

10-degree bins and assigned an integer categorical number to each bin, as shown in Table 1. The same 

procedure was applied to the declination labels.  Thus, each data map would have two labels: one for the 

magnetization inclination angle category, and the other for the magnetization declination angle category.  

For example, data maps with magnetization inclination values that fall into [-90o, -80o] are all labelled as 

[0]. Correspondingly, data maps with inclination values that fall into the next bin, i.e., (-80o, -70o], are 

labelled as [1]. In total, there are 36 angle categories (or, labels) for declinations and 18 angle categories 

for inclinations, as shown in Table 1. The 16,380 data maps as well as their labels comprise my labeled 

data set used to train the predictors. Note that the round brackets indicate exclusion while the square 

brackets indicate inclusions. For example, in the angle category (-10o,0o], -10o is not included in this 

category, while all angle values larger than -10o up to 0o are considered in this category.   

Table 1: Magnetization inclination (Im) and declination (Dm) indices with their angle bins. 

Inclination  Declination 

Ind. Im Ind. Im  Ind. Dm Ind. Dm Ind. Dm Ind. Dm 

0 [-90,-80] 9 (0,10]  0 [-180,-170] 9 (-90,-80] 18 (0,10] 27 (90, 100] 

1 (-80,-70] 10 (10,20]  1 (-170,-160] 10 (-80,-70] 19 (10,20] 28 (100,110] 

2 (-70,-60] 11 (20,30]  2 (-160,-150] 11 (-70,-60] 20 (20,30] 29 (110,120] 

3 (-60,-50] 12 (30,40]  3 (-150,-140] 12 (-60,-50] 21 (30,40] 30 (120,130] 

4 (-50,-40] 13 (40,50]  4 (-140,-130] 13 (-50,-40] 22 (40,50] 31 (130,140] 

5 (-40,-30] 14 (50,60]  5 (-130,-120] 14 (-40,-30] 23 (50,60] 32 (140,150] 

6 (-30,-20] 15 (60,70]  6 (-120,-110] 15 (-30,-20] 24 (60,70] 33 (150,160] 

7 (-20,-10] 16 (70,80]  7 (-110,-100] 16 (-20,-10] 25 (70,80] 34 (160,170] 

8 (-10,0] 17 (80,90]  8 (-100,-90] 17 (-10,0] 26 (80,90] 35 (170,178] 
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3.2.3. Training the Predictors 

 

To determine which CNN architecture works best for my problem, I considered 13 different CNN 

architectures and compared their test accuracies. The 13 architectures considered are summarized in  

Figure 17. From architectures 0 to 8, for every 3 consecutive convolutional layers, the number of filters 

was increased by two-fold starting with 32. The usual practice is to increase the number of filters every 2 

convolutional layers, with a pooling layer applied before the change in number of filters in the subsequent 

convolutional layer (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015). However, because the size of my input data map is 

relatively small, i.e., 29 pixels by 29 pixels, I chose not to use pooling layers. From Architecture 9 to 12, 

the change in number of filters happens every 2 consecutive convolutional layers.   

Each convolutional layer has a stride of 1x1, with a window size of 3x3. Padding is applied to 

each of the convolutional layer. Each of the architectures is followed by 2 consecutive fully-connected 

layers. The first one has 128 neurons that connects to the final output layer with either 18 or 36 neurons 

Figure 17: An example data map is shown as the input, labelled with an inclination (Im) and declination (Dm) 

category, as well as the 13 CNN architectures considered. The architectures are represented with the following 

notation: the first digit is the number of consecutive convolutional layer (‘Conv’), and the number inside the 

parenthesis is the number of filters (each filter detects one type of feature/pattern in an image) used in that layer. For 

example, ‘2Conv(32)1Conv(64)’ represents 2 consecutive convolutional layers with 32 filters in each layer, followed 

by 1 convolutional layer with 64 filters. There are 13 different architectures considered for each predictor, with FC 

being the fully connected layer before the corresponding output layers. 
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depending on whether an inclination or a declination predictor is being trained. Each layer uses a ReLU 

activation function (except for the output layer, which uses a soft-max activation function). The CNNs are 

trained within 50 epochs, with 273 data maps in each batch. Using 4x GeForce GTX 1080Ti, the training 

process took around 2.5 minutes per architecture tested.  

Considering the inherent randomness carried over by the Adam optimizer and the weights 

initialization, it is difficult to determine the optimum architecture from training all architectures just once, 

as each training realization produces a slightly different set of weights in the predictive model. Therefore, 

each of the 13 CNN architectures were trained using the same training, validation, and test set for 30 

different realizations. In other words, for each of the 13 different architectures, I trained the same CNN 

architecture 30 different times to produce 30 different predictive models, where one predictive model has 

a set of weights representing one realization. With 13 different architectures trained for 30 realizations, 

this amounted to about 17 hours of total training time to find the optimum architectures for each scenario 

tested. The test accuracy reported in this study thereafter will be the average accuracy over 30 different 

realizations for each of the 13 CNN architectures. The labeled data, after randomly sorted, were divided 

into training (60%), validation (20%) and test (20%) sets. Considering that the test set contains 3,276 data 

maps (20% of the whole data set), this means that there are 3,276 x 30 = 98,280 predictions that were 

made by each of the 13 CNN architectures tested.  

3.2.4. Prediction Accuracy 

 

The classifiers were trained using the training set, while the overall performance of a CNN is evaluated 

from the accuracy in the test set. I considered two accuracy criteria: 

• Strict accuracy criterion. The prediction is considered correct only if the predicted category is the 

same as the category of the true inclination or declination value. For example, if the true inclination 

value is 59o, i.e., in category 14, only a predicted category of 14 is considered correct when 
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calculating the prediction statistics. This criterion corresponds to an uncertainty of 10o for predicted 

directions. 

• Relaxed accuracy criterion. The prediction is considered correct if the predicted category is either the 

same as or directly adjacent to the category where the true value resides in. For example, if the true 

category is 14, I would consider a predicted category of 13, 14, and 15 to be correct. This criterion 

corresponds to a maximum uncertainty of 20o for predicted directions, which means that the true 

value and my prediction differs by up to 20o. The visual representation of the accuracy criterions is 

shown in Figure 18. The motivation for considering the relaxed accuracy criterion is that, previous 

work of Shearer (2005) shows that a predicted magnetization direction that is 15o within the true 

direction is considered to be good enough for interpretation purposes. The maximum uncertainty of 

20o is only slightly larger than 15o. Therefore, I think that the predictions that are considered correct 

according to the relaxed accuracy criterion should also be reasonable for practical interpretations.   

The strict accuracy is used to report the validation accuracies of the 13 CNN architectures considered. 

Eventually in the subsequent steps, a different test set would be used to evaluate the predictors. The 

relaxed accuracy will in turn be used to report the accuracies of the prediction if the test set does not come 

from the same magnetic model from the training and validation set.  
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Figure 18: Illustrations of the accuracy criterions used in this study. For the strict accuracy criterion, suppose the 

true inclination value is 59o, then the only correct prediction is angle category (50o,60o] For the relaxed accuracy 

criterion, assume the true inclination value is 59o, which corresponds to Category 14 (50o,60o], according to Table 1.  

Then, the prediction would be considered correct if the predicted category is 13, 14, or 15. If the predicted category 

is 13, which corresponds to a predicted inclination in the range of (40o, 50o], then the maximum difference between 

the true and the predicted inclination values is 20o.   

3.2.5. Normalization 

 

It is a common practice in machine learning to normalize the data before training, because the goal is 

for the machine learning algorithm to learn the general patterns and features of the input, and not focus on 

the individual values (Singh & Singh, 2019). In this study, I explore the prediction accuracy of the 

classifiers both with and without normalization. One common strategy is the mean standardization 

strategy, where each value has the data set mean subtracted and is divided by the data set standard 

deviation. However, considering that human interpreters rely heavily on the polarity patterns of the 

positive and negative values on a magnetic data map to estimate the magnetization direction, I chose a 

different strategy by dividing each value of the data maps with the maximum value in the whole data set 

in order to preserve the signs of the magnetic signals and therefore, the spatial patterns of the 

positive/negative values in a data map. As will be shown later, this strategy is proven to work well, as a 

significant improvement in test accuracy is observed after using the normalization strategy which will be 

explained further in the next section. I recommend that the magnetic data maps should be normalized 

before being inputted to the neural networks for training and predicting. The reported accuracies in this 

thesis hereafter is based on training and predicting with normalized data maps unless stated otherwise.  
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3.2.6. Inclination Predictor 

 

The numerical statistics for each of the 13 CNN architectures’ (provided in Figure 17) magnetization 

inclination validation accuracies can be seen in Table 2. Note that these values are reported with strict 

accuracy criterion as explained in the previous section. 

Table 2: The average test accuracy of each 13 different CNN architectures for magnetization inclination over 30 

different realizations. Architecture refers to the index of the CNN architectures from Figure 17. Avg=average, 

Med=median, Std=standard deviation, Max=maximum value, Min=minimum value for the prediction accuracies. 

Architecture Avg Med Std Max Min 

0 0.9809 0.9945 0.0283 1.0000 0.8877 
1 0.9928 1.0000 0.0220 1.0000 0.8880 
2 0.9994 1.0000 0.0024 1.0000 0.9872 
3 0.9998 1.0000 0.0003 1.0000 0.9988 
4 0.9994 1.0000 0.0010 1.0000 0.9948 
5 0.9992 0.9994 0.0014 1.0000 0.9927 
6 0.9993 0.9997 0.0012 1.0000 0.9948 
7 0.9942 0.9994 0.0134 1.0000 0.9502 
8 0.9923 0.9985 0.0120 0.9997 0.9377 
9 0.9998 1.0000 0.0004 1.0000 0.9985 

10 0.9999 1.0000 0.0003 1.0000 0.9991 
11 0.9997 1.0000 0.0004 1.0000 0.9985 
12 0.9996 1.0000 0.0010 1.0000 0.9945 

 

All the architectures tested have very high accuracy and low standard deviation. This indicates that all 

of the 13 architectures tested performed almost equally well in predicting magnetization directions. This 

makes sense because the validation set used for these accuracy values are from the same model generated 

for training set, which makes it easier for the CNNs to predict the correct labels for the data maps.  
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3.2.7. Declination Predictor 

 

There is a concern that the declination predictor would not be as accurate as the inclination predictor. 

This stems from the fact that the declination information is not apparent in data maps with higher 

inclination values; for example, if the magnetization direction is pointing directly upwards or directly 

downwards (i.e. inclination of 90o or -90o). As such, I used one of the CNN architectures to train and 

predict the declination of the magnetic data maps, and then I plotted the declination prediction accuracy 

with respect to its corresponding inclination values for the data maps.  As all the architectures perform 

equally well from the inclination prediction results, I arbitrarily chose Architecture 12 in Figure 17. The 

result can be seen in Figure 19: A graph showing the declination prediction accuracy with respect to Inclination 

values 

 

Figure 19: A graph showing the declination prediction accuracy with respect to Inclination values 

 

As expected, it can be seen that the declination prediction accuracy decreases rapidly as it gets 

closer to higher inclination values. The prediction accuracy decreases to less than 90% with inclination 

values beyond 75o. Thus, the data maps with high inclination values (<-75o and >75o) are removed from 

the data set (training, validation, test) for the declination predictor. This is justifiable because 1) the 

declination values are less important for practical interpretation when the magnetization is nearly vertical, 

and 2) when the inclination is close to vertical, there is not much spatial information in the corresponding 
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data maps for neural networks to use to estimate the magnetization declination. As such, if one wants to 

predict the magnetization direction of a magnetic data map, it is recommended to predict the inclination 

first, and then determine whether it is necessary to predict the declination or not based on the inclination 

prediction.  

The declination prediction validation accuracy for the 13 different CNN architectures after 

removing the data maps with high inclination values can be seen in Table 3. 

Table 3: The average test accuracy of each 13 different CNN architectures for magnetization declination over 30 

different realizations. Architecture refers to the index of the CNN architectures from Figure 17. Avg=average, 

Med=median, Std=standard deviation, Max=maximum value, Min=minimum value for the prediction accuracies. 

Architecture Avg Med Std Max Min 

0 0.9701 0.9720 0.0087 0.9841 0.9470 

1 0.9550 0.9552 0.0130 0.9807 0.9289 
2 0.9391 0.9369 0.0148 0.9707 0.9019 
3 0.9293 0.9304 0.0132 0.9493 0.8867 
4 0.9246 0.9228 0.0165 0.9607 0.8881 
5 0.9302 0.9322 0.0123 0.9470 0.8956 
6 0.9327 0.9350 0.0163 0.9630 0.8893 
7 0.9401 0.9419 0.0138 0.9622 0.8970 
8 0.9398 0.9383 0.0172 0.9737 0.9081 
9 0.9084 0.9102 0.0180 0.9359 0.8541 

10 0.8961 0.8994 0.0194 0.9267 0.8578 
11 0.9038 0.9046 0.0159 0.9330 0.8711 
12 0.9224 0.9257 0.0163 0.9559 0.8844 

 

It can be seen that generally the validation accuracies for the declination predictors are less than 

the inclination validation accuracies. Nevertheless, with most of the architectures having an average 

validation accuracy well above 90%, all 13 CNN architectures did well in predicting the magnetization 

declination. One interesting observation is that the validation accuracies are typically higher when we 

have less convolutional layers in the CNN architectures, with architecture 0 that has only one 

convolutional layer having the highest average validation accuracy of 97%.  
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3.2.8. Optimum CNN Architecture 

 

As previously mentioned, the optimum CNN architecture is determined by comparing the average 

validation accuracy statistics of 13 different CNN architectures. For inclination prediction, it seems that 

all the architectures that were tested performed equally well, as all the average accuracy value are mostly 

very close to 100% accurate. This is good news, because it means that the user has more freedom in 

determining the architectures for inclination prediction. Considering the computation time, it would be 

preferable to use the smaller and simpler architectures as it will take a faster training time. Similarly, the 

declination predictions throughout all the 13 architectures all performed well, as they are mostly above 

90% accurate with the highest accuracy achieved by architecture 0 (one convolutional layer with 32 

filters). Based on these results, I recommend the use of architecture 0 (the simplest architecture) for both 

inclination and declination predictions. The architectures recommended for inclination and declination 

predictors are visualized in Figure 20.  

It is important to note that the accuracy results from Table 2 and Table 3 were obtained from the 

validation set. In other words, the above results apply if we have a perfect knowledge of the source body 

parameters, as the parameters used for training and validation are from the same model. However, the 

source body parameters are unknown in real-life scenarios. In the next chapter, a more realistic approach 

Figure 20: CNN architecture used to predict magnetization inclination(left) and declination(right) 
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in comparing the architectures is introduced. The approach involves generating test sets from a different 

set of source body parameters to that of the training set. This is to emulate the uncertainty in interpreting 

the source body parameters encountered in real-life scenarios. 

Chapter 4: The Effect of Having Different Source Body Parameters 

in Magnetization Direction Predictions 
 

4.1. Source Body Parameters  

 

In practical applications, the exact source body parameters would never be known. Therefore, in 

practice, it is unrealistic to have data maps from the training set and test set to be from the same model. 

As such, the source body parameters in the training set will be made deliberately different from the test 

set. I considered creating 7 more training sets with different source body parameters to separately train the 

inclination and declination predictors. For each source body parameter in consideration, I created a new 

magnetic model by assuming one parameter value while keeping all the other parameters the same as the 

true model. For example, in addition to the true model, I generated one model that has a susceptibility 

value of 0.02 SI (instead of the true value 0.4 SI) and all the other parameters of this model are the same 

as the true model. For this new model, I then simulated 16,380 data maps, which were separated into 2 

parts: training data set (80%) and validation data set (20%). The visualization of the data partition can be 

seen in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21: A visualization of the data partition for training, validation, and test. (i.e., model with true source body 

parameters) is used to generate the data maps for the test set. The assumed models (i.e., models with assumed source 

body parameters) used to generate the training and validation set. The assumed models have different source body 

parameters than the true model.  

 

The parameters considered for this investigation and example comparisons between the training 

data map and the test data map are as follows: 

4.1.1. Magnetic Susceptibility  

 

Having different magnetic susceptibility affects the magnitude of the data maps, but not the 

spatial patterns, as seen in Figure 22. It can be seen that both of the data maps used for training and 

testing have the exact same spatial patterns, with the only difference being the magnitude in the color bars 

(in nT). The true source body magnetic susceptibility is 0.4 SI, while the susceptibility value used to 

generate the training and validation set is 0.02 SI.  
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Figure 22: Two magnetic data maps with different magnetic susceptibility values (in nT) 

4.1.2. Shape  

 

The shape of the source body only slightly affects the spatial patterns and magnitude in the data map. 

This observation is visualized in Figure 23. The true model used to generate the test set is from a cubic 

source body, while the tilted rectangular prism is used to generate the training set. Note that the two 

models have the same thickness and approximately the same center positions in the data map. This results 

in similar spatial patterns and slightly different magnitudes between the training and test sets. 
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Figure 23: Two magnetic data maps with different source body shapes (data maps in nT) 

4.1.3. Size  

 

The size of the source body also affects the magnetic data maps, as seen in Figure 24. The 

training set is generated using a cubic source body with 500m side length, while the true source body (in 

the test set) was generated using a cubic source body with 250m side length. Note that the thickness 

remains the same (250 m) for the two data maps. We see that the data maps are different in terms of 
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spatial patterns, as the bigger source body produces a wider anomaly in the data map. The magnitude is 

also slightly higher for the training data maps.  

 

Figure 24: Two magnetic data maps with different source body sizes (data maps in nT). 

4.1.4. Depth  

 

Depth refers to the distance between the surface to the top of the source body. In this case, the depth 

used for the training set is 400 m, while the true depth in the test set is 200 m. It can be seen that the two 

data maps in Figure 25 are very different in magnitude. This makes sense because magnetic field decays 
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as a function of distance-cubed. Furthermore, the wavelength content in the data map with deeper source 

body is much longer than the wavelength content in the data map with the shallower source body.  

Figure 25: Two magnetic data maps with different depths (data maps in nT) 

4.1.5. Lateral position  

 

Changing the lateral position of the source body does not affect the magnitude of the data map; 

however, the spatial pattern of the data map is affected by this change. From Figure 26, it can be seen 

that the spatial patterns of the anomaly are in different positions in the data maps when comparing the 

training data map and the test data map. This is because the training set was generated using a cubic 

source body that is positioned 3 pixels (=150 m) North-Eastward offset from the center, whereas the 

generated data maps for the test set are from approximately the center of the observation area.  
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Figure 26: Two magnetic data maps with different source body locations (data maps in nT) 

4.1.6. Thickness 
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Thickness refers to the distance between the top of the source body to the bottom of the source 

body. The training set was generated using a thicker source body (500 m) from the test set (250 m). From 

the two data maps in  

Figure 27, we see that this difference of thickness only slightly changes the spatial patterns and 

magnitude of the data maps 
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Figure 27: Two magnetic data maps with different source body thickness. 

 

4.1.7. Noise level  

 

For different noise level, two scenarios are considered: (1) training the predictors using data maps 

with noise to predict a set of clean data map, and (2) training the predictors using a set of clean data maps 

to predict a set of noisy data map. The first approach is considered as a fair comparison with other 

parameters (because so far, I have been using clean data maps in the test set for the other parameters), 
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while the second approach was done because it is more realistic to assume that the magnetic data 

measurements in a real-life scenario would be noisier than the synthetic set generated for training. The 

noise that were added to the data maps is from a gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and standard 

deviation of 0.5 nT. The comparison between the noisy and clean data can be seen in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28: Two data maps with different noise levels (with mean 0, standard deviation 0.5 nT)  

4.2. Prediction accuracies  

 

In chapter 3, I have determined the optimum CNN architectures in the case where I have perfect 

information of the source body (i.e. training and testing using data maps from the same source body 

model). As previously mentioned, this is not a realistic assumption. Thus, I take into account different 

source body parameter assumptions into my training set. The source body parameters in the training set 

are deliberately made different from the test set to emulate a real-life scenario where the parameter values 

are unknown. I find the optimum CNN architectures by comparing the average test accuracy statistics of 

13 different CNN architectures. I then used both normalized and non-normalized data maps approach to 

find the optimum CNN architectures, as well as to compare the predictors’ performance with and without 

normalization of the data maps. For each scenario involving different source body parameters (different 
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shape, size, noise, etc.), the best average test accuracy (relaxed and strict) as well as the CNN architecture 

that achieves this accuracy value is reported in Table 4 and Table 5 

Table 4: The Average Inclination Test Accuracy of the Optimum CNN Architectures in Different Source Body 

Parameter Scenarios 

 

     

Parameter 

change 

Parameter 

value used 

in test set 

(true) 

Parameter 

value used 

in training 

set 

Inclination 

Normalized-relax 
Non-normalized-

relax 
Normalized-strict 

Non-normalized-

strict 

Magnetic 

Susceptibility 
0.4 0.02 100% Arc 0 100% Arc 0 100% Arc 2 99.86% Arc 11 

Noise 
Mean: 0 

Std: 0.5 nT 
n/a 100% Arc 0 97.24% Arc 7 99.99% Arc 2 96.12% Arc 7 

Noise n/a 
Mean: 0 

Std: 0.5 nT 
100% Arc 0 97.18% Arc 7 92.08% Arc 0 68.06% Arc 7 

Thickness  

 
250 m 500 m 100% Arc 0 97.20% Arc 7 82.93% Arc 0 59.23% Arc 7 

Shape Square 
Tilted 

Rectangle 
100% Arc 0 97.18% Arc 7 92.08% Arc 0 66.20% Arc 7 

Size (side 

length) 
300m 500m 99.99% Arc 0 86.13% Arc 8 67.76% Arc 0 26.97% Arc 8 

Depth 200m 400m 77.52% Arc 0 59.04% Arc 7 43.37% Arc 0 19.97% Arc 7 

Lateral 

Position 
Center 

3 pxl 

NEward 
27.96% Arc 1 26.51% Arc 0 9.42% Arc 0 8.56% Arc 0 

*Note. The gray cell refers to results from the normalized criterions. In the “Parameter changes” column, the blue 

text refers to the true model parameter, while the red text refers to the assumed parameter used for the scenario of 

the test. The architecture index (‘Arc’) refers to the CNN architectures listed in Figure 17. The accuracies of the 

predictors are displayed as percentage.  
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Table 5: The Average Declination Test Accuracy of the Optimum CNN Architectures in Different Source Body 

Parameter Scenarios 

Parameter 

change 

Parameter 

value used 

in test set 

(true) 

Parameter 

value used 

in training 

set 

Declination 

Normalized-relax 

Non-normalized-

relax Normalized-strict 

Non-normalized-

strict 

Magnetic 

Susceptibility 
0.4 0.02 100% Arc 0 100% Arc 0 98.32% Arc 0 95.60% Arc 0 

Noise 
Mean: 0 

Std: 0.5 nT 
n/a 100% Arc 0 100% Arc 2 97.94% Arc 0  95.01% Arc 6 

Noise  n/a 
Mean: 0 

Std: 0.5 nT 
100% Arc 0 97.24% Arc 7 99.99% Arc 2 96.11% Arc 7 

Thickness  

 
250 m 500 m 98.74% Arc 0 86.74% Arc 8 73.18% Arc 0 53.36% Arc 8 

Shape Square 
Tilted 

Rectangle 
100% Arc 0 99.63% Arc 8 89.18% Arc 1 75.91% Arc 5 

Size (side 

length) 
300m 500m 98.74% Arc 0 73.17% Arc 0 87.06% Arc 8 53.54% Arc 8 

Depth 200m 400m 84.09% Arc 0 84.18% Arc0 49.38% Arc 0 47.41% Arc 0 

Lateral 

Position 
Center 

3 pxl 

NEward 
54.57% Arc 8 55.45% Arc 8 20.05% Arc 1 20.39% Arc 8 

*Note. The same format from Table 4 is used in this table as well. 

There are several observations that can be made from Table 4 and Table 5 : 

• The prediction accuracies from non-normalized data maps are systematically lower (or, precisely, 

no greater) than those from normalized data maps. Hence, I recommend normalizing the data 

maps. The subsequent observations are made based on the statistics from normalized data maps, 

which are highlighted in grey in Table 4 and 5. 

• When I have a different magnetic susceptibility value from the truth, I observe that the average 

test accuracies from the optimal architectures for both inclination and declination predictions are 

close to 100%. A similar observation can be said when noise was added into the training set and 

the test set, as the prediction accuracies are also very close to 100%.  I conclude that, having 
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different magnetic susceptibility from the true model and having noise in my data do not affect 

the prediction accuracy of the optimum architectures. 

• For both declination and inclination, different source body size, shape, and thickness does affect 

the prediction to some extent, as evident in the strict normalized accuracies being less than 95% 

(specifically on the range of 67%-92%). However, using the relaxed accuracy criterion, the 

prediction accuracies are very close to 100% for inclination and declination predictions. I 

consider this to be encouraging because it means that the user does not need to worry too much 

about these three parameters as long as they are in a reasonable range.  

• In my experiment, I moved the source body from a 200-m depth to 400m, and the predicted 

accuracies for inclination and declination are, respectively, 78% and 84%. My results show that 

source body depth does affect the prediction accuracy more than shape, size, or thickness. In 

addition, in the case of declination, the test accuracies for both normalized and non-normalized 

data maps seem to be almost identical (84.09% vs 84.18%). Even with normalization, the 

prediction accuracies were still affected by the depth estimates. Nonetheless, my results also 

indicate that, as long as the depth estimation of the source body is within a reasonable range, I 

would have reasonable predictions for both inclination and declination.  In practice, I suggest 

either using some of the commonly used depth estimate methods such as Euler deconvolution to 

estimate a depth, or creating a larger training data set including magnetic data maps from many 

different depths. The latter approach would allow the neural networks to learn how to predict the 

same magnetization direction when the source bodies are placed at different depths. I will explain 

the latter approach in the next section. 

• Lateral Positional changes seem to affect the prediction accuracy the most. With the maximum 

test accuracy of 27.89% for inclination and 54.57% for declination, this indicates that the lateral 

position of the source body needs to be reliably estimated in order to adequately predict the 

magnetization directions. In practice, I suggest either having a human interpreter to estimate a 

reasonable lateral position for the source body, or creating a larger training data set by including 
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magnetic data maps resulting from source bodies located at different lateral positions. I will 

explore the latter approach in the next section. 

With most of the highest test accuracies (both strict and relaxed) achieved by normalizing the data 

maps and using architecture 0, I recommend the use of 1 convolutional layer with 32 number of filters for 

predicting both magnetization inclination and declination. Note that the very simple architectures for 

predicting magnetization directions reflect the fact that the spatial patterns contained in the magnetic data 

maps are relatively easy to recognize and learn with just one convolutional layer. It also indicates that, the 

spatial patterns learned with just one convolutional layer are sufficient for predicting magnetization 

directions.  

From the results, it appears that there is a drop in magnetization direction prediction accuracy when 

the predictors are not trained using the same depth and lateral position as the ones in the test set. The drop 

in accuracy with different depth estimation may be caused by the different wavelength content that exists 

in the data map with different depth values. The CNNs may have a harder time predicting the 

magnetization directions of data maps that have different wavelength content from the training set. 

Furthermore, it can also be seen that the CNN had trouble in predicting the magnetization directions when 

the source body is offset by a few pixels in the data training set. A possible reason to this can be explained 

in Kauderer-Abrams, (2017) which explains that the ability for CNN to detect patterns regardless of 

translation (translational invariance) is limited to small positional difference between the training images 

and the test images. Therefore, in the next chapter, I look into different strategies in improving the 

accuracy of the CNNs.  
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Chapter 5: Strategies to Improve the Accuracy of the Magnetization 

Direction Predictors 
 

5.1. Overall Strategy  
 

In Chapter 4, I found that the magnetization direction predictors can make accurate predictions 

even if it is trained using data maps from different source body magnetic susceptibility, noise level, size, 

shape, and thickness. However, I also found that the prediction accuracy is lower when the predictors are 

trained using different source body depth and lateral position. As such, depth and lateral position needs 

to be more accurately determined to generate the training set in order to get more accurate predictions. I 

developed two strategies to increase the accuracy of the predictors without having accurate knowledge of 

the positional information of the source body. The first strategy involves generating more training images 

to account for different source body parameters, while the second approach involves using another type of 

CNN (U-net) to predict the source body location and automate the prediction. Thus, this chapter will be 

divided into two main parts that encapsulates the two aforementioned strategies.  

5.2. Diversification Approach  
 

As previously discussed, depth and lateral position of the source body affect the prediction 

accuracy more than the other parameters.  One way to improve the prediction accuracy is to create a 

larger training set, one that contains more data maps from a source body placed in a more diverse range of 

different depths or lateral positions. For example, instead of training the predictors using data maps 

resulting from a source body located at 400 m deep (with the true model being 200 m deep), I can instead 

train the predictors using data maps generated from models that are 100m, 300m, 400m, and 600m deep. 

Therefore, instead of 16,380 data maps in the training dataset, I now have 65,520 data maps (i.e., 16,380 

× 4) in the new training set. Figure 29a shows a few example data maps resulting from the same 

magnetization direction but different depths. I observe that the data maps generated by deeper source 

bodies have longer wavelengths and appear to be more dispersed than the shallower ones, but the general 
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spatial patterns that define the magnetization directions (i.e. the skewness and orientation) remain the 

same. With a larger and more diverse training set, I expect the CNNs to learn to recognize the patterns 

from different depths, and ultimately, to make correct predictions without being affected by the depths of 

the source body. The same idea is applied to improve the prediction accuracy affected by lateral 

positional changes. I have developed two approaches to diversifying the training set: 1) creating more 

data maps by randomly positioning the source body, and 2) generate data maps from source bodies that 

are placed in fixed positions.  

5.2.1. Generating the training set with diversification  

 

To generate different lateral positions using the first approach, I considered an area that expands 3 

pixels (i.e., 150 m) beyond the borders of the cubic source body, as shown in  Figure 29b. Four source 

body positions were randomly selected and the corresponding data maps were generated. For different 

depths, I uniformly sample four depths from the range of 100-800m. To generate data maps using the 

second approach (fixed positions), the source body was placed in the four corners of the considered area 

spanning 3 pixels beyond the source body boundaries (NW, NE, SW, SE corners), as demonstrated in 

Figure 29b. I considered 100m, 300m, 400m, and 600m for the fixed-depth values.  

I can further increase the number of data maps in the training set by considering more lateral 

positions. As before, two approaches (fixed and random) were considered. For the first approach, I 

randomly generated 8 random positions in the considered area depicted in Figure 29b. For the second 

case, I not only generated data maps from the 4 corners that are 3-pixel x 3-pixel (vertical and horizontal) 

away from the true model, but also 1-pixel x 1-pixel away. This means for each case, I considered using 

6,380 data maps x 8 scenarios = 131,040 data maps for my training set. 
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Figure 29: (a)Example data maps resulting from different depths (but with the same magnetization direction and 

magnitude). The test set is from the true model placed 200 m in depth, while the training set is from the source body 

placed in 4 different depths: 100m 
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5.2.2. Prediction accuracy improvement 

 

The inclination and declination predictions were greatly improved after adding more data maps to 

the training set, as shown in Table 6. For depth, it seems that both the “fixed” and “random” approach in 

generating the training set is enough to result in near-100%prediction accuracies for both inclination and 

declination. The high accuracy of the predictions implies that as long as I have data maps of varying 

depths in my training set, the CNNs can learn to predict magnetization directions regardless of the 

different wavelength content in the data.   

I also observe that diversifying the training dataset by considering multiple lateral positions 

greatly increase the prediction accuracy. For example, the prediction accuracy for inclination increases 

from 27.96% to 60.33% if the lateral positions were constrained to be at the four corners, and increases 

from 27.96% to 94.29% if the lateral positions were randomly selected. Despite the obvious 

improvement, the prediction accuracies (particularly for inclination prediction) did not reach above 95%. 

To improve this, I can further increase the number of data maps in the training set by considering more 

lateral positions. After increasing the number of scenarios considered in the training set to 8 scenarios (as 

explained in the previous section), the prediction accuracies become very close to 100% in both 

declination and inclination predictions. I see major improvements in the prediction as I increase and 

diversify the training data set. The prediction accuracies from the different scenarios are summarized in 

Table 6. The CNNs can predict the magnetization directions accurately without being influenced by the 

changes in wavelength and positional patterns in the data maps that arise when I mis-interpreted the depth 

and the lateral position of the source body. In other words, by diversifying training dataset, my 

predictions are robust against the assumptions (or, interpretations) made about the depth and lateral 

positions of the source body. Although this approach has proven to significantly increase the prediction 

accuracy, a longer computation time is needed to generate a more diverse training set. Thus, I consider 

another approach using U-net to predict the lateral position (and shape) of a source body, thereby 

automating the interpretation process and saving computational time.  
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Table 6: The summary of declination and inclination prediction accuracies before and after diversifying the training 

set. Each scenario represents one model considered for the training set. For example, the 4 scenarios tested for depth 

(fixed) are if the source body is placed at the depth of 100m, 300m, 400m, and 600m (with the true source body 

being 200m in depth). resulting prediction accuracy was averaged from five different random samplings of lateral 

position explained in the text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3. U-Net Approach 
 

5.3.1. Generating the training set for U-net  

 

The U-net approach involves training another type of CNN to predict the shape and location of 

the source body given a magnetic data map. The predicted shape and location are then used to generate 

the magnetic data maps for training the magnetization direction predictors. Therefore, the user does not 

need to infer the location of the source body position based on the magnetic data maps because it can be 

done automatically using the U-net.  

Parameter 

change 

Predictor Accuracy before 

diversifying training 

set 

Accuracy after 

diversifying training set 

(4 scenarios) 

Accuracy after 

diversifying training 

set (8 scenarios) 

Relaxed Strict Relaxed Strict Relaxed Strict 

Depth (Fixed) Inclination 77.52% 43.37% 100% 97.57%  

Declination 84.09% 49.38% 99.97% 96.68% 

Depth 

(Random) 

Inclination 77.52% 43.37% 100% 95.11%  

Declination 84.09% 49.38% 99.89% 91.77% 

Lateral 

Position 

(Fixed) 

Inclination 27.96% 9.42% 60.33% 27.98% 100% 96.96% 

Declination 54.57% 20.05% 98.09% 73.14% 99.99% 96.78% 

Lateral 

Position 

(Random)  

Inclination 27.96% 9.42% 94.29%* 61.93%* 100% 91.35% 

Declination 54.57% 20.05% 97.01%* 71.91%* 98.87% 93.33% 

*The resulting prediction accuracy was averaged from five different random samplings of lateral 

position explained in the text. 

**Each scenario represents one model considered for the training set. For example, the 4 scenarios 

tested for depth (fixed) are if the source body is placed at the depth of 100m, 300m, 400m, and 600m 

(with the true source body being 200m in depth). 
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The first step for this approach is to generate a set of magnetic data maps to train the U-net. 

Unlike predicting magnetization direction, I do not need as many data maps from different magnetization 

directions to train my source body location/shape predictor, as the magnetization direction is not the main 

focus of the U-net. In that case, I consider inclination values from -90 to 90 with angle intervals of 10o, 

and declination values from -180 to 160 with angle intervals of 20o. Thus, a total of 18 x 19=342 different 

data maps considered for each scenario. Each scenario represents one combination of different 

combination of source body shape, depth, location, and number of anomalies. Therefore, the training set 

used to train the U-net is from multiple considered scenarios (source body model), where each scenario 

has 342 different magnetization directions. The source bodies considered have a constant thickness of 250 

m and a magnetic susceptibility of 0.4 SI. They are all subject to the same background field, with 

background inclination of 45o, declination of 15o, and magnitude of 50,000 nT. The size of the data maps 

and their labels are 28x28 pixels, with each pixel representing 50m x 50m area.  

5.3.2. U-net Architecture 

 

The U-net architecture that I use is depicted in Figure 30, and the details for each layer can be 

seen in Figure 31. The U-net is trained using data maps of size 28x28 pixels. Even though the U-net can 

be used to predict the output for a data map of any symmetric dimensions divisible by four, it would be 

optimum to resize the input data maps into 28x28 pixels to produce a better prediction.  

The blue arrow in Figure 30 represents a convolutional layer with 3x3 filter windows and ReLU 

activation function. The number of filters in each convolutional layer is indicated above the layers 

(represented as thin rectangles) in Figure 30, while the lateral dimension is indicated on the bottom of the 

layers. After two consecutive convolutional layers, there are two processes that happens: (1) the layer is 

then copied to be concatenated to the layer in the decoding part of the same lateral dimension, and (2) the 

layer is down-sampled using max-pooling with 2x2 windows. This is then repeated two more times using 

a bigger number of filters (e.g. from 8 filters to 16, and then from 16 to 32). After the sixth convolutional 

layer, I applied an up-sampling method using transposed convolutional layers with 2x2 window size with 
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a filter number of 16. This not only increases the lateral dimension of the instance, but also decreases the 

filter numbers from 32 to 16. After that, the layer from the encoding part with the same dimension is 

concatenated, thus the layer would have 16+16 = 32 number of filters. Then, two consecutive 

convolutional layers are applied. The process of up-convolution followed by two consecutive 

convolutional layers is repeated twice. By the end of this process, the layer will be of the size 28 x 28 x 8. 

Finally, I apply a convolutional layer with 1x1 window size and sigmoid activation function to obtain the 

desired 28x28x1 output.  

The U-net architecture that I used can only predict data maps of the size N x N with N divisible 

by four. This is due to the copy and concatenate method in the architecture. For example, if I were to try 

and predict the output for a data map that has the size of 30x30xC (C being the number of channels, or 

number of filters in that layer), the first max-pooling process (indicated with the red arrow in Figure 30) 

would decrease the lateral dimension by half. That means the next layer would be 15x15xC. This is then 

copied and will be concatenated to the decoding side. The second max-pooling process would further 

decrease the lateral dimension to 7x7xC (15 divided by 2, rounded-down). The up-convolution process is 

used for up-sampling, and increases the lateral dimension by two times. This means the next layer after 

the first up-sampling process would have 14x14xC dimension. Remember that in the copy-and-

concatenate method, I copied a layer in the encoding part of the U-net to concatenate it in the decoding 

part. However, the part that was copied has a dimension of 15x15xC, while the decoding part has a 

dimension of 14x14xC. In this case, the lateral dimension does not match, and thus the copy-concatenate 

method fails in this case. For that reason, only an input size that is divisible by four is applicable for this 

particular U-net architecture, the dimensions will be evenly divided throughout the processes in the U-net.  
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Figure 30: U-net architecture for predicting the shape and location of a source body from a magnetic data map. 

Each rectangle represents a layer in the U-net. The number above the rectangle is the number of filters in that layer, 

while the lateral dimension is indicated in the bottom of the layer.  
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Figure 31: Keras model summary for the U-net architecture in Figure 30. The first column lists the layer name and 

type of layer. For example, ‘c4_1 (Conv2D)’ refers to convolutional layer labelled as ‘c4_1’. The dimension of this 

layer is listed in the second column under Output shape.  

 

5.3.3. Predicting a single source body 

 

As a proof of concept, I first consider training a U-net to predict a single source body. This means 

that I only trained the U-net using data maps that belong to a single isolated source body. As before, I 

consider two strategies in generating data set: a fixed-location approach and a random-location approach. 
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5.3.3.1. Fixed approach 

 

In the fixed approach, I considered a single cubic source body, placed in five different locations 

with respect to the data map: NE, NW, SE, SW corners and center. Figure 32a shows the locations 

indicated, to visualize the 5 different position of my single source bodies used to generate the training set.  

 

Figure 32: (a) A visualization of the locations used for the training set and (b) test set. Note that this does not imply 

that I am using the model in with multiple source bodies to generate the training set. This Figure is only meant as a 

visualization of the different positions of the singular source bodies in each scenario considered, where each yellow 

square represent one position considered in the fixed approach. The numbers  

 

For each of the locations in Figure 32a, I also considered different sizes for the cubic source 

body. In this case, I considered 2x2 (100x100m) and 6x6 (300x300m) pixels as their size. Note that the 

thickness was kept constant with all the source bodies (250m). The depth was made constant to 200 m. 

Each combination of these scenarios mentioned is used to generate 342 data maps of different 

magnetization directions. Thus, the total number of data maps generated to train the U-net is: 
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342 (𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) ×  5 (𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) ×  2(𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠) = 𝟑, 𝟒𝟐𝟎 𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂𝒎𝒂𝒑𝒔   

The data maps generated were further divided into 80% for training set, and 20% for validation set. For 

the test set, I considered creating another data set from 3 different positions that was not encapsulated in 

the training set, as seen in Figure 32b. Each block in the figure represents one location scenario to be 

generated. The size of the cubes in the test set is 3x3 (150mx150m), with 200m depth (same as training). 

Thus, the total number of data maps in the test set is: 

342 (𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) ×  3 (𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) = 𝟏, 𝟎𝟐𝟔 𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂𝒎𝒂𝒑𝒔 

I emphasize that the main goal  of the U-net is to predict the lateral position  of the source body. 

An auxiliary prediction from U-net is the shape. However, as previously explained in Chapter 4, the shape 

of the source body does not affect the prediction as long as the center position is the same as the true 

source body. Thus, the U-net can be deemed to work well if it can sufficiently approximate the location of 

the source body in the data map.  

After training the U-net and using the predictive model on the test set, the following accuracies 

(in mean IoU) is obtained in Table 7.   

Table 7: The training, validation, and test accuracy for the U-net trained using the fixed-position approach 

Training Accuracy 81.18% 

Validation Accuracy 81.41% 

Test Accuracy 81.22% 

 

It can be seen that the accuracies are quite high, with all of them being above 80% accuracy. A 

set of samples of the predictions made by the U-net can be seen in Figure 33. Because of the stochastic 

method in determining the weights embedded in the framework, the predictions can be slightly different 

each time I train the U-net (i.e. the predictive models have slightly different weights and initialization 
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values). Thus, I trained the U-net 10 times and averaged the results to produce the predicted source body 

shape and location in Figure 33.  

 

Figure 33: Sample predictions for three different test data maps using the U-net trained with data maps generated 

with the fixed-position approach. Each row represents one sample data map, its predicted source body shape and 

location, and the true source body shape and location. The first column is the magnetic data maps. The second 

column is the probability data map outputted by the U-net. The third column is the true label for the magnetic data 

map.  

Although the predicted shape does not seem to match the source body (most of the predictions 

overestimated the size and length of the source body), the predicted location of the source body matches 

that of the true location. The U-net is able to predict the location of the source body in the training set 

despite only been trained with data maps of corner locations and center positions. This implies that we do 

not need many data maps to consider in the training set for the U-net to accurately predict the position of 

the source body.  
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5.3.3.2. Randomized Approach 

 

Another strategy to generate the data maps is to consider randomizing the source body locations 

in the training set. In this case, I considered determining the locations of the source body in the training 

set by randomly sampling positions within the considered model space. Five random positions were 

considered, with 2 different sizes of the source body for every location (2x2 and 4x4 pixels, equivalent to 

100mx100m and 200mx200m). As before, the depth was made constant at 200 m. Therefore, the total 

data maps generated for training is: 

342 (𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) ×  5 (𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) ×  2(𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠) = 𝟑, 𝟒𝟐𝟎 𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂𝒎𝒂𝒑𝒔.   

The test set used to evaluate the predictions and the validation-training partition are the same as the fixed-

location approach. Table 8 shows the accuracies obtained from training and testing. 

Table 8: The training, validation, and test accuracy for the U-net trained using the random-position approach 

Training Accuracy 76.19% 

Validation Accuracy 76.33% 

Test Accuracy 76.24% 

 

On first glance, it may seem that the accuracies are less than in the fixed approach. However, it is 

only at most 5% difference from the previous approach for the accuracies. As such, it is safe to assume 

that the two approaches are almost equal in predicting the location of the source body. Figure 34 shows 

samples of the U-net predictions with the randomized approach. 
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Figure 34: Sample predictions for three different test data maps using the U-net trained using data maps generated 

with the random-position approach. Each row represents one sample data map, its predicted source body shape and 

location, and the true source body shape and location. The first column is the magnetic data maps. The second 

column is the probability data map outputted by the U-net. The third column is the true label for the magnetic data 

map. 

Figure 34 shows that the U-net is able to approximate the location of the true source body based 

on the given data maps. It can be seen that, as in the previous approach, most of the predictions are 

overestimating the size of the source body. Despite the overestimation of the predictions, the location of 

the center position of the source bodies are perfectly captured in the prediction. Thus, through the two 

approaches considered, I have proven that the U-net is able to estimate the location of a source body 

given a data map.  
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5.3.3. Multiple source body 

 

The focus of this study is to predict the magnetization direction of a single source body given a 

magnetic data map. I have proven that the U-net can be used to predict the source body position needed to 

generate the training set for the magnetization direction predictors. The U-nets explained in the previous 

section were only trained using data maps from single source body. Thus, the aforementioned U-nets 

cannot be used to accurately predict data maps that contain multiple source bodies. To illustrate this 

problem, I used the U-net trained with the aforementioned approaches to predict a data map that has 

multiple anomalous features. Figure 35b and c show the inability of the U-nets (trained only using data 

maps from single source bodies) to locate and separate multiple source bodies in the given data map.  

The test data map was created by considering 4 separate source bodies with identical 

magnetization directions (Im=45o, Dm=15o), background field (I=45o, D=15o), thickness (200m), 

magnetic susceptibility (0.4 SI), and size (4x4, or equivalently 200m x 200 m). The prediction using 

fixed-location approach is unable to separate the source bodies in the south side of the data map. 

Furthermore, the prediction from the north-side of the data map does not seem to be in the correct 

locations. The prediction using the random approach is even worse, as it only predicted one out of the 

four source bodies in the data maps. The results show that there is a need to train the U-net using multiple 

source body positions in order for it to be able to predict the location of multiple source bodies in the data 

map. I will investigate this more in depth in Chapter 7.  
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Figure 35: (a) The test data map with four separate source bodies, (b) the predicted source body shape and location 

using the U-net trained with a fixed-location approach and (c) the random-location approach. Note that the 

predictions are the result of 1 realization (as opposed to average of 10 different predictions in the previous 

approaches). The true source body shape and location are in displayed in (d). 

 

Chapter 6: Predictions on Field Data  
 

6.1.  Geologic Background 

To test the applicability of this method with field data, I applied the method using the 

recommended CNN architectures to a set of airborne magnetic data, shown in Figure 36a, from Black 

Hill Norite, Adelaide, Australia. The data set is publicly accessible via Geoscience Australia’s 

Geophysical Archive Data Delivery System, requested over the following area of interest: longitude of 

139.2o to 139.54o and latitude of -34.84o to -34.55o. The norites are believed to be from a mafic intrusion 

of the Ordovician period. The area is well-studied (Rajagopalan, 1993); Foss and McKenzie, 2009; 

Coleman, 2014; Phillips, 2006) due to its strong remanence with a Konigsberg ratio of 2. There are 

several anomalies in this region that were previously studied. In this thesis, I will be focusing in one of 

the anomalies situated in the northeast region, as indicated by the black-square in Figure 36b.  

6.2. Inclination and Declination Prediction  

To predict the magnetization direction of the magnetic anomalies, I first isolated the northeast 

anomaly to a 21x25 window, as visualized in Figure 36a. I then inferred the shape and location of the 

source body. The tilted rectangle in Figure 36b represents my interpretation of the shape and location of 
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the source body that will be used to generate the training and set. I based this interpretation from the 

spatial patterns that exists in the data map (i.e. shape and orientation of the positive and negative 

anomalies). I also assigned the source body three parameters: magnetic susceptibility, depth, and thickness 

for the purpose of generating the data maps for training. The values that I used are: 0.2 SI for magnetic 

susceptibility and 1,500-4,000 m for the depth range of the source body. The ambient magnetic field 

strength is 50,000 nT, with the inclination and declination being -65o and 8o respectively.  Using the 

estimated geometrical and physical parameters, as well as the airborne magnetic survey parameters 

specific to the field data, I generated synthetic data maps by assuming a large number of possible 

magnetization directions. The inclination that I considered ranges from -90o to 90o, and the declination 

from -180o to 178o. With 2o intervals, this amounts to 91 different inclination angles and 180 different 

declination angles. Therefore, the total number of magnetic data maps that I generated for training 

purposes is 16,380, each resulting from a unique magnetization direction. The dataset generated, after 

normalization, was then used to train the inclination and declination predictors using the optimum CNN 

architectures determined in the previous section. Once training was completed, the field data map was fed 

to the trained CNN and the predictions were made. The predicted categories for inclination and 

declination are, respectively, Category 11 and Category 4, which translate to a predicted inclination of 20o 

to 30o and declination of -140o to -130o respectively. I generated a data map using the inferred source 

body shape and the predicted magnetization directions (magnetization inclination of 15o and 

magnetization declination of -135o, i.e., the middle value in each predicted category), as shown in Figure 

36c. Note that the magnitude and the spatial features of the training data map are not exactly the same as 

that of the field data. This indicates that I do not need to fit the data exactly in order to obtain a reliable 

magnetization direction prediction, which is understandable because machine learning, unlike inversion, 

does not try to reproduce the observed data when making predictions, but rather focuses on the general 

spatial patterns in a data map.  I point out that I created a predicted data map, as shown in Figure 36c, 

only for the purpose of understanding how machine learning works differently from inversion.  
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Figure 36: (a) The regional magnetic data map of the norite intrusion area. The boxed area indicates the area of my 

study. (b) The Black Hill Site data map with the inferred shape of the source body indicated by the dotted-lines. (c) 

A predicted data map calculated from the inferred source body shape using the predicted magnetization directions 

(magnetization inclination of 15o and magnetization declination of -135o) 
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The predictions are consistent with the estimates from previous studies, which are summarized in 

Figure 37. I observe that, from previous studies, all the estimated inclinations fall in the range of [-20o, 

30o] while declination estimates fall in the range of [-117o, -131o]. The predictions from my work are 

indicated by the square in Figure 37. The square spans 10o in both directions because my predictions have 

an inherent 10o uncertainty due to the binning strategy that I adopted.   

 

Figure 37: Comparison of the estimates of the magnetization direction from different authors for the Black Hill site. 

The red box represents my prediction, while the blue dots represents prediction from previous studies.  

 

6.3. The Effect of Source Body Parameters on Field Data Predictions 

I previously showed that the magnetic susceptibility value and noise level do not affect my 

predictions as long as the data maps are normalized. Therefore, an arbitrary susceptibility value can be 

used for generating training images.  In addition to the susceptibility value, a user also needs to infer the 

shape, depth and position of the source body. Below, I investigate how different estimates of shapes, 

depths and positions affect the prediction of magnetization directions for my field data. 
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6.3.1. Test Different Source Body Shapes 

I tested 6 different shapes, as summarized in Table 9, that can possibly be inferred from my field 

data map. Note that all the different shapes are centered at the same true position. For each shape, I 

repeated the above procedures (i.e., generating training images, creating labels, training CNNs) and made 

predictions for both inclination and declination. My predictions are displayed in Table 9.  

Table 9: Table of predictions from six different source body shapes interpreted based on the field data map. Note 

that the field data and generated data maps used for training are all normalized and that the thickness (and diameter) 

of these shapes are all fixed at 2,500 m.  

Table Shape Name 
Inclination 

Prediction 

Declination 

Prediction 

 

  

Tilted 

Rectangle 
(20°, 30°]  (-140°, -130°]  

 

  

Vertical 

Rectangle 
(10°, 20°]  (-130°, -120°]  

 

  

Elongated (10°, 20°]  (-140°, -130°]  

 

Cylinder (10°, 20°]  (-140°, -130°]  
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Sphere (10°, 20°]  (-140°, -130°]  

 

  

Tilted 

Rectangle 

(different 

orientation) 

(10°, 20°]  (-140°, -130°]  

 

From Table 9, I observe that the predicted inclinations differ only by one category, despite the 

vastly different shapes used for making predictions. The same is true for the predicted declinations. It can 

therefore be concluded that, the predictions of inclinations and declinations are robust against the 

estimated shapes of the source body, as long as the center of source body position is accurately 

determined.  

6.3.2. Test Different Source Body Depths 

I fixed the source body shape shown in Figure 36b, and tested the CNNs’ performance with 

different source body depth and thickness. Table 10 provides a summary of my predictions when various 

depth and thickness values are used. Note that the reported inclination predictions in the third column of 

the table are the most common predictions from the 30 different realizations. The values in the fourth 

column summarize the percentages of the most common predictions for each case. I refer to this 

percentage as the inclination consistency percentage hereafter. Due to the lack of absolute ground truth 
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for the field data, here I use such percentages as a measure of uncertainty, and consequently, an indirect 

measure of the prediction accuracies. The higher the percentage, the less uncertainty (i.e., the more 

consistency) among the 30 predictions, and the more reliable the predictions. The same is true for the 

reported declination predictions in the fifth column and the percentages in the sixth column. We find that 

even with vastly different depth and thickness (e.g., 500-1000 m VS. 6000-16000 m), the predicted 

magnetization directions are consistent, with consistency percentage all above or equal to 60% The 

predictions differ by one category at the most. I also tried combining the data maps generated from the 

four different scenarios (therefore I have 4 x 16,380 = 65,520 data maps) into one training set and 

obtained the inclination and declination predictions as (20o, 30o] and (-140o, -130o] respectively. Another 

approach that I investigated is generating four random depths, uniformly sampled from the range of 500m 

– 6,000m (each element in the range of values has equal probability to be sampled). The predicted 

inclination is the same as the previous scenario tested (with combined training set), and the predicted 

declination has a one angle-category difference compared to the previous prediction. I also increased the 

variability in my training set by randomly sampling 8 depths from  the same depth range. Having 4 and 8 

random depths in the training set produced the same inclination and declination predictions. The 

difference is that the CNN trained using 8 random depths have a better consistency in its declination 

predictions compared to 4 random depths, with the former having a consistency percentage of 83% and 

the latter 56%. 
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Table 10: Summary of the Magnetization Inclination and Declination Predictions with Different Assumptions of the 

Depth and Thickness of the Source Body. 

Depth of source body 

(top - bottom) 

Thickness Inclination 

prediction 

Inclination 

Consistency 

Percentage 

Declination 

prediction 

Declination  

Consistency 

Percentage 

500m - 1,000m 500 m (20,30] 66.67% (-140, -130] 93.33% 

1,500m - 4,000m 2,500 m (20,30] 60.0% (-140, -130] 60.0% 

3,000m - 8,000m 5,000 m (10,20] 60.0% (-150, -140] 63.33% 

6,000m - 16,000m 10,000 m (10,20] 83.34% (-150, -140] 76.67% 

All of the above combined (20,30] 60.0% (-140, -130] 90.0% 

Four random depths 

from [500m – 6,000m] 

2,500 m (20,30] 60.0% (-150, -140] 56.67% 

Eight random depths 

from [500m – 6,000m] 

2,500 m  (20,30] 60.0% (-150, -140] 83.33% 

*Note. The random depths obtained were generated using uniform distribution. The reported inclination and 

declination predictors are the most common predictions over 30 different training realizations. The inclination and 

declination consistency percentage are the percentage of the most common prediction over the 30 predictions for 

each scenario. 

 

6.3.3. Test Different Source Body Positions 

To test the sensitivity of my method to the interpretation of the source body position. I generated 

training data maps by placing the source body 3 pixels away from the interpreted position shown in 

Figure 36a. Each pixel in the data map represents a distance of 424 m. Therefore, the 3-pixel movement 

represents about 1.2 km difference from the initially interpreted position of the source body. The depth of 

the source body was set and fixed to be 1,500-4,000 m. Two interpreted shapes are used for this test, a 

tilted rectangle and a square. In this case, “tilted” means that the rectangle is rotated in a certain angle (i.e. 

45o), as visualized by the black-dotted lines in Figure 38. I tested this with eastward, northward, and 

northeastward offsets. The summary of the predictions can be seen in Figure 38.   

With the tilted rectangle as the interpreted shape of the source body, the inclination and 

declination predictions are consistent despite moving the source body 3 pixels to different directions. The 

inclination predictions are all the same, and the declination predictions are at most 2 angle categories 

different from each other. When I interpreted the source body as a square and offset it by 3 pixels (1.2km) 

in different directions, the predictions show a larger degree of variabilities, especially for the declination 
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predictions.  The results indicate that a reasonable interpretation of the position of the source body is 

needed to obtain a more reliable prediction. I also trained the predictors using a larger training set, where I 

consider moving the rectangular source body model in  Figure 38b randomly in an area of [-3,3] pixel 

range (both vertical and horizontal directions) and obtained (20o, 30o] and (-140o, -130o] as the inclination 

and declination predictions, respectively.  

 

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Figure 38: Table of predictions from having different positional changes of the interpreted source body based on the 

field data map. One interpreted shape of the source body is a tilted rectangle(a) and the other being a square (b). 

Note that the field data and generated data maps used for training are all normalized. 

 

6.3.4. Source body location and shape prediction using U-net  

With the U-net approach, I can predict the shape and location of the source body and use the 

result to generate training images for the magnetization directions predictors. Figure 39 shows the 

predicted source body shape and location from the same U-net trained in section 5.3.3.1 (using fixed-

location-approach). Figure 39b shows the prediction of the U-net, with a probability cut-off of 0.5. Thus, 

the source body prediction that has a probability larger than 0.5 is considered to be the predicted source 
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body shape and location as pictured in Figure 39c. This is what I used to generate the training set for the 

CNNs using the U-net approach. 

 

Figure 39: (a) The observed data map, (b) the predicted source body location and shape with the probability 

threshold being 0.5, and (c) the source body shape used to generate the training set for the CNN. Figure (c) was 

obtained by changing all the values in Figure (b) that are higher than 0.5 to 1.0. The color bar represents the 

probability that a source body exist in the particular pixel in the image.  

 

In this case, I considered a source body shape depth range of 1500m-4000m and a magnetic 

susceptibility of 0.4 SI. After training the CNNs using the U-net prediction, the trained inclination and 

declination predictors were used to predict the data map in Figure 39a. The predicted inclination is in the 

angle category (20o,30o] (56% consistency), and the predicted declination is (-150o, -140o] (100% 

consistency). The shape of the source body is not as inclined as what one would interpret for the data 

map, thus there is a concern to further improve the U-net. One solution to this problem can be done by 

improving the training set. Further details on improving the performance of the location and shape 

prediction will be discussed in Chapter 7.   
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Chapter 7: Further Improvements to the U-Net 
 

7.1. Diversifying the Training Set for Single-source-body Prediction 
 

When observing the prediction of the source body location and shape in Chapter 6 (Figure 39), 

one might find that the predicted shape does not match what a human interpreter would infer for the shape 

of the source body. Particularly, the tilted nature of the anomaly is not captured by the prediction. The 

reason for this behavior is because the U-net had been trained using data maps from cubic source bodies. 

This constrains the possible predicted shape from the U-net. Thus, the predictive model does not have any 

knowledge on how tilted rectangular source bodies would be presented in the magnetic data map. One 

way to overcome this problem is to diversify the training set of the U-net to also account for a variety of 

shapes, sizes, and orientations. 

As such, I considered training the U-net using data maps from source body of different 

orientation, aspect ratio, and location. The aspect ratio of the source bodies is randomly generated for 

each side. A number of side lengths pairs are randomly sampled in the range of 2-10 pixels, equivalent to 

100-500m, with 200m depth. The source body shape is rectangular (unlike the cubic source body that I 

have used previously for training). Twenty different combinations of source body size and location are 

considered for each scenario, in which the locations were also determined by random uniform sampling. 

The orientations considered for each scenario are the original shape’s orientation, 45o counterclockwise 

and clockwise rotations, as well as 90o rotations. Thus, the total data maps used for training is: 

342 (𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) × 4 (𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) × 20 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜) = 𝟐𝟕, 𝟑𝟔𝟎 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑠. 

Notice that this is a much more larger data set than the previous U-net that I had (3,420 vs 27,360).  

The training, validation, and test accuracies can be seen in Table 11. All the accuracies are higher 

than 85%. This is an improvement from the previous U-net that I had which only used cubic source 

bodies in the training set with around 80% accuracy for test, training and validation) An example of the 
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predicted source body in the test set and the result for the Black Hill data is shown in Figure 40. From 

Figure 40, we can see that the prediction in the test set is much more accurate in shape, as it does not 

overestimate the area as much. In addition, the prediction for the field data seem to be oriented in a 

similar manner to the observed anomaly to some extent. This proves that diversifying the training set with 

tilted m did improve the accuracy of the U-net.   

Table 11: Training, validation, and test accuracy for the U-net trained using data-maps from oriented source bodies. 

Training Accuracy 86.51% 

Validation Accuracy 86.57% 

Test Accuracy 86.58% 

 

 

Figure 40: Sample of the predicted source body shape and location using U-net trained with different orientation 

using (a) a synthetic test data map and (b) Black Hill data map. Note that these predictions are averaged from 10 

predictions. The predicted source body in the third column in (b) is the same as the second column, but the pixels 

with probability less than 0.8 are turned into zero.  
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7.2. Diversifying the Training Set for Multiple-source-body Prediction 
 

So far, I have successfully predicted the location and shape of a source body given a magnetic 

data map that contains a single anomaly. As mentioned previously in section 5.3.3., the U-net that is 

trained for a single source body is not optimum to predict a data map that contains multiple anomalies. As 

such, in addition to the training set that was used in section 7.1. (with oriented source bodies), I further 

diversified the training set to include data maps with multiple source bodies. A random number of source 

bodies is generated for each data map. The number was determined from random-uniform sampling from 

the range of 2 to 6, and they are placed at random positions in the data map. The source bodies have a 

cubic shape of size 1x1 or 3x3pixels (50x50m or 150x150m). This was done to generate 20 different 

models with different combinations of number of source bodies, size, and locations (i.e. different 

scenarios). Therefore, the total number of data maps used for training is: 

27,360 (𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑠) + (342 (𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) ×  20 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠)) = 𝟑𝟒, 𝟐𝟎𝟎 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑠 

In summary, I have 27,360 data maps from single body anomalies, and 6,840 data maps from multiple 

anomalies. The test set is therefore changed to account for multiple source bodies in the data map. It 

contains four source bodies randomly placed in different locations in the data map, with all four having 

the same size (4x4 pixels, equivalent to 200x200m) and depth (200m). The model is visualized in the 

third column of Figure 42a with the test data map on the first column.    

I use both the regional and isolated data maps from Black Hill region to evaluate the performance 

of the U-net. For the regional data, the original data map had the size of 55x57 pixels. As I explained 

before, the U-net would most likely work well with data maps that have the same size as the one used for 

training it. Thus, the regional data map was resized to 28x28 as pictured in Figure 41a. In addition, there 

is a concern that the positive anomaly around the center of the region will not be able to be detected by 

the anomaly. I normalize the data maps before predicting, thus the center-anomaly might be very close to 

zero after normalization, as the magnitude of that anomaly is much smaller than the other anomalies in the 
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data map. As such, I multiplied the values of the small region by 1.5 as a means to make the anomaly 

more present in the data map, so that it can be detected by the U-net. This process is visualized in Figure 

41. 

 

Figure 41: (a) The regional data map of Black Hill norite intrusions. The regional data map is of the size 55x57 

pixels. It is then resized to 28x28 pixels in (b). The values in the frame surrounding the anomaly near the center is 

multiplied by 1.5 to produce the data map in (c). 
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Figure 42: The test set with four source body with random locations is depicted in (a), the isolated Black Hill data 

map is depicted in (b), and the regional data map of Black Hill is in (c). The data map (first column), prediction from 

U-net (second column), and true model (third column) are shown for each row. Note that (b) and (c)’s true source 

body shape is unknown. 

Table 12: Training, validation, and test accuracy for the U-net trained using data-maps from oriented source bodies 

and multiple source bodies. 

Training Accuracy 86.86% 

Validation Accuracy 86.89% 

Test Accuracy 86.89% 

 

After training the U-net using the specified data maps, the accuracies obtained are reported in 

Table 12. The high accuracies indicate that the U-net performs well when trained using data maps with 

multiple source bodies. After using the U-net to predict the shape and location from the test set, I see that 

it is able to separate the source bodies in Figure 42c. The U-net detected 3 main source bodies in the 

regional data map. However, the U-net detected two source bodies (one in the lower left corner, and a 
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smaller one in the upper right corner) for the isolated data map in Figure 42b. This is different from what 

a human interpreter would infer from the given data map. As such, it seems that the U-net is not 

performing optimally for single anomaly data maps.  

One way to improve the prediction is to add a regularization strategy into the U-net architecture. 

This can be done by adding one dropout layer to the U-net architecture. The dropout rate was decided to 

be 0.5, as it a common value to use for dropout layers. I tested the dropout layer by applying dropout in 

different locations in the U-net architecture. I found that placing the dropout layer right before the first 

transpose-convolutional layer is the most optimum in predicting the field data. The location of this 

dropout layer is depicted by the red rectangle in the U-net architecture in Figure 43b. The training, 

validation, and test accuracies are slightly lower than when I trained the U-net without dropout, as seen in  

Figure 43c (86% vs 85%). The predictions made by the U-net can be seen in Figure 43a. Despite the 

lower accuracies, it is able to correctly predict a single anomaly in the isolated data map for Black hill, 

and is also able to separate the regional data map of Black hill into three source bodies.  
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Figure 43: (a) From left-most to right-most column, the test data maps, the predictions from the U-net, and the true 

model. The architecture of the U-net is shown in (b), where the dropout layer is placed in the location of the red 

rectangle. The training, validation, and test accuracies of this U-net is shown in (c). 

I have successfully improved the U-net by diversifying the data set and adding a regularization 

strategy to the architecture (dropout). The result from this can be used to automatically isolate the 
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detected anomalies so that they can be ready to be used for the magnetization direction prediction 

methods (using the inclination and declination predictors). With the automatic segmentation of the source 

bodies, I hope to further automate the process of generating the magnetic data maps and predicting the 

magnetization directions.  

Chapter 8: Discussions 
 

Through this study, I have found that CNNs can be used to predict magnetization directions of a 

source body given a magnetic data map. The method had advantages over previous methods and some 

disadvantages as well, of those will be detailed in this section. Potential strategies to mitigate these 

disadvantages are also introduced in this section. 

As previously explained, one of the main motivations for developing this method is to minimize 

the pre-processing steps in predicting magnetization. This is especially true because common methods in 

magnetic data pre-processing involves conversion to wavenumber domain and using RTP, and those are 

unstable in lower magnetic latitudes. The method that I developed does not require any conversion to 

wavenumber domain. The possible implication of using this method is that the earlier steps can be done 

even before the measured data is available to the user. Assuming that the survey parameters are already 

established before the measurements, the user can start training the CNNs using the diversification 

approach, in which a set of possible source body model assumptions with different magnetization 

directions can be used to generate the training data maps used for training the predictors. After obtaining 

the measured data maps, the user can then use the trained CNN to predict its magnetization directions. It 

is noted that generating data maps from many possible source body models might not be preferable for 

surveys with larger areas, as it can take a longer processing time. In that case, one can instead train a U-

net to automatically predict the location and shape of the source body before measurement. The trained 

U-net can then be used to interpret the source body location and shape of the data map after the 

measurements are obtained.  
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Another advantage of using the CNN is that it is simple to implement. I used Keras to build my 

CNNs and U-net (Chollet et al., 2015). Keras is a Python package used for machine learning, and it runs 

Tensorflow on its back-end (Abadi, et al., 2015). Starting from 2017, Tensorflow had implemented Keras 

into its core library. I recommend using Keras for building the U-net and the CNNs, though other Python 

packages for machine learning can also be used to build the CNN as the user’s preference. Besides its 

ease of implementation, the machine learning method also performed in a faster time. It took around 2 

hours to generate 16,380 data maps with different magnetization directions, and about 2 minutes to train 

each CNNs. However, using the diversification approach will take more processing time. For example, it 

took me about 8 hours to generate magnetic data maps that accounts for 4 different depth assumptions. On 

the other hand, with the U-net approach, it took me about 30 minutes to generate 3,420 data maps to train 

the U-net, and 30 minutes to train the U-net. Combining this with the time it took to generate the 16,380 

data maps to generate from the U-net result, the U-net approach took about 3 hours in total. These 

computation times are achieved using GPUs (NVIDIA 4x GTX 108i Ti). In essence, the machine learning 

approach is not only easy to implement and also requires less time to obtain the prediction.  

However, there are several disadvantages to this method. One disadvantage is that the method can 

only be used for isolated source bodies. This study provided a solution to this problem by semantic 

segmentation using U-net and then isolate the detected source bodies. However, this becomes more 

complicated if there are interfering source bodies, or if the magnetic data map has more complicated 

features. For example, the third column of Figure a shows how the U-net detected three separate source 

bodies in the data map. However, Coleman’s (2014) interpreted the data map to have four separate source 

bodies. There still needs to be plenty of studies done to improve the U-net predictions for source body 

location and shape. One solution to this might involve training the U-net using even more data maps from 

different locations, shape and number of source body. I would hypothesize here that the U-net predictions 

might be able to be improved if it is trained using bigger data maps (i.e. 64x64 instead of 28x28). This 

might mean that the user needs to spend more time in generating the data maps needed for training the U-
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net, but I believe with larger data maps, the U-net can detect more detailed features in the input to 

separate the source bodies better.  

One other disadvantage of this method is that the inclination and declination predictors need to be 

re-trained if we move to a different geographical area. For example, the magnetic data maps that we used 

to train the CNNs were generated using. background inclination and declination of -65o and 8o 

respectively, as this is the direction of the earth’s magnetic field in the Black Hill region, Australia. If the 

user wants to use this method for another survey area, for example in Houston, that means the user needs 

to re-train the predictors by generating 16,380 more data maps from the specific survey parameters in the 

Houston area. Note that this is different from the usual machine learning implementation, for example in 

seismic fault interpretation (Araya-Polo, 2017), where the predictors are trained so it can be generalized 

and used to predict in other regions as well. This is difficult to do in magnetics, because all else being the 

same, two identical source bodies in different geographical regions can generate different magnetic 

measurements due to the difference in background field of different regions. A possible approach to solve 

this problem is to consider training a “universal predictor” that can predict the magnetization directions 

while accounting for different background field direction. This might require generating many more 

magnetic data maps from different combinations of total and induced magnetization directions. This 

approach may take much longer time to complete due to large volume of data sets needed to be generated; 

however, once trained, the predictors can then be used to predict any data maps regardless of background 

field directions.  

 Although the main motivation for this method is to minimize data preprocessing steps, there are 

still steps in the method that requires manual intervention. For example, the data interpretation part and 

the interface between the U-net and the CNN part. Currently, the method has two parts that are slightly 

disjointed: The U-net part for the interpretation part, and the CNN part to predict the magnetization 

directions. In the future, these two should be integrated into one network in order to fully automate the 

steps in predicting magnetization direction.  
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Chapter 9: Conclusions 
 

My work shows that CNN is successful in predicting magnetization directions based on magnetic data 

maps. I have developed a workflow to do so. In summary, I recommend the following steps if one wants 

to predict the magnetization direction from a magnetic data map:  

(1) Isolate the anomaly in the region of study and infer the location, depth and shape of the source 

body from the magnetic data map; 

(2) Generate new data maps with different magnetization directions using the survey parameters 

specific to the field data and the inferred source body parameters; 

(3)  Create labelled data sets by assigning labels to the data maps generated in Step (2),  

(4) train two predictors, one for magnetization inclination, and one for declination, with the labeled 

data using the recommended CNN architectures, and  

(5) Predict the magnetization direction, in the form of an inclination and a declination, by inputting 

the field data into the trained predictors. 

I have found that having a rough approximation of the source body magnetic susceptibility and 

thickness, may not affect the predictions as much. This is because these parameters only affect the 

magnitude of the data maps. By normalizing the data maps, the contribution from the magnitude-affecting 

parameters can be eliminated. Meanwhile, parameters such as source body position, source body shape, 

and to some extent source body depth, affect the accuracy of the prediction because they contribute not 

only the magnitude, but also the spatial features of the data map (i.e. positions, shape, and wavelength 

content).  

Some of the source body parameters affect the predictions in the field data more than others. For 

example, I found that even with the extremities of the interpreted source body shapes and source body 

depths used for training, the predictions are at most only 1 angle category off from each other. This 

implies that a good inclination and declination prediction can be achieved even with different spatial 
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features (i.e. wavelength and shape of anomalies) in the training data. However, the same cannot be said 

to lateral position, as the predictions are more variable with different interpretation of lateral position used 

for training. It seems that CNN has trouble in detecting the magnetization directions if the training images 

are not centered at the same position as the field data map. The variation of predictions that I encountered 

with different positional interpretation can be easily solved by generating more variation of data maps in 

the training set. With more scenarios considered in the training set, the CNNs will have more variety of 

data maps to learn from, and thus have a better chance to predict the magnetization inclination and 

declination regardless of the wavelength (different depths) and small changes in lateral position of the 

anomaly. However, this solution may be more computationally expensive as I have to consider many 

scenarios of my interpreted source body to generate many data maps for training. Another solution to this 

problem is to train another type of CNN that can predict the location of the source body based on a given 

magnetic data map, and used that prediction to generate the training set for the magnetization direction 

predictors. This solution was done using U-net, one type of CNN used for semantic segmentation.  

My results also show that the source body shape does not matter much to the prediction, as long as 

the general position of the source body can be reasonably inferred. Thus, I can use an automated approach 

in determining the source body shape and position based on magnetic data map using U-net. The U-net is 

proven to work well in detecting the location of the source body, and is able to segment multiple 

anomalies in a data map. Furthermore, the magnetization direction predictions from the generated data 

maps using the U-net seem to be consisted with previous studies. The U-net can be used to further 

automate the process of interpretation before generating the training data maps.  

 To conclude, I have developed a CNN-based approach to predicting the magnetization direction 

of a source body based on a magnetic data map. My approach involves generating data maps with 

different magnetization directions based on the inferred source body parameters from the field data. The 

generated data was then used to train two separate predictors: one for predicting inclination and the other 

for declination. I have investigated 13 different CNN architectures and determined the optimal 
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architectures for predicting inclination and declination. I have also investigated the effects of different 

source body parameters on the predicted magnetization directions. I have found that, the magnetic 

susceptibility and noise level do not affect the prediction. My study also shows that the source body 

shape, size, thickness and depth do not significantly affect the prediction of magnetization directions, as 

long as they are within a reasonable range. The lateral position of the source body, however, affects the 

prediction more than all the other parameters. I also applied my approach to a field data set and obtained 

promising results that are consistent with previous studies. My work shows that machine learning is able 

to be used for predicting magnetization directions.      
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